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INTRODUCTION 

In the past much has been v;ritten about Wordsv/orth^s 

poetry as a v/hole and especially about his major v/orks, The 

Prelude and The Excursion. There has also been much criti

cal and interpretive comment about some of his other poems 

•such as "Tintern Abbey" and the ode on "Intimations of Im

mortality." The sonnets, hov/ever, have received little 

scholarly attention. Generally, any analysis of VJordsv/ortĥ s 

efforts in this area have been confined to a few, random 

samples such as "London, 1^02" and "It is a beauteous evening, 

calm and free." The purpose of this paper is to deal only 

with the sonnets. The study v/ill endeavor to point out 

characteristics of style, technique, and content that V/ords-

v/orth used frequently and consistently in this mode of poetry. 

In order to show the background against v/hich Words-

v/orth v/orked, there is a brief history of the sonnet tradi

tion in English poetry. The history begins with the sonnet^s 

introduction into ^̂ nglish by Wyatt and traces its develop

ment by such poets as Surrey, Spenser, Sidney, and Shakespeare 

to its final form in the hands of Milton, more than a century 

before Wordsworth began v/riting. Follov/ing the reviev; of the 

sonnet tradition are the analyses of a selected group of 

sonnets. Each analysis is concerned v/ith the prosody, poetic 

iv 



devices, and the thematic development of the particular 

sonnet under consideration. The poems which are analyzed 

are representative of the larger body of sonnets in respect 

to subject matter, sonnet type, and date of composition so 

that the characteristics that appear in the analyzed sonnets 

may also be considered to be representative of the charac-

teristics of the sonnets as a whole. 

In addition, the entire collection of Wordsworth's 

sonnets have been classified according to subject matter 

and sonnet type. The classifications show the variety of 

topics with which V/ordsworth dealt and the variety of 

structures within which he presented his subjects. Such 

classifications also help to organize the basis for the 

selection of the sonnets which have been analyzed. 

Finally, the conclusion discusses the various charac

teristics that appear in the analyses of the individual 

sonnets and relates the application of these characteristics 

to Wordsworth's work in the sonnet form as a whole. 



•̂  

CHAPTER I 

THE SONNET TRADITION IN ENGLISH POETRY 

The origin of the sonnet as a poetic form in itself 

is indefinite, but as a poetic form in the English language, 

its origin is clearly traceable. V/ith the 1557 publication 

of Tottel^s Miscellany, the sonnet became established as an 

English verse form even though it was to undergo several 

periods of decline alternating v/ith periods of enthusiastic 

use. The most important among Tottel's collection of songs 

and sonnets were the works of Sir Thomas Wyatt and the Earl 

of Surrey. V/yatt introduced the sonnet into English, and 

Surrey developed and refined the form. 

• Although V/yatt used the Petrarchian sonnet as a model 

he did not adhere closely to the form. The strict Petrarchian 

or Italian sonnet was, and still is, composed of fourteen 

iambic pentameter lines divided into two major portions, the 

octave and the sestet. The octave follows the abba abba 

rhyme scheme, and the sestet usually follov;s the cdcdcd, cdecde, 

o^ cdccdc rhyme scheme. Although there may be variations in 

the number and order of the rhymes of the sestet, it is 

essential that there be a division into the octave and sestet 

making something like two connected poems expressing different 

aspects of the same idea. Further, there should be no strong 



final emphasis such as a rhymed couplet would provide; that 

emphasis would create a division into three parts rather than 

two. 

Wyatt's sonnets were Petrarchian in the octave but 

ended with a couplet which gave a special characteristic to 

the English adaptation of the form. In spite of the fact 

that Wyatt's work often did show the effects of careless

ness, the concluding couplet was not necessarily a result 

of such carelessness. Rather, it was probably based on a 

favorite English rhyme for serious poetry, the rhyme-royal— 

abbaacc.^ Whatever the basis, the couplet remained dominant 

in the English sonnet until Milton. 

As for subject matter, Wyatt adhered closely to the 

Petrarchian model. Of the thirty sonnets he v.TOte, ten were 

taken directly from the Italian poet's ideas.-̂  In turn, the 

Petrarchian sonnets follov/ed the tradition of the trouba

dours in dealing v/ith the subject of the chivalric code of 

courtly love. V/yatt's poems, however, are unlike the foreign 

models on which they are patterned in that his contain a more 

•'-George Sampson, The Concise Cambridge History of 
English Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1946J, p. 41. 

George Saintsbury, A History of Eng:lish Prosody 
(2nd ed.; New York: Russell and Russell, 1923), I, 30S. 

^Harold C. Child, "The New English Poetry," The 
Cambridge History of English Literature, ed. by A. W. VJard 
and A. R. Waller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1911), III, 192. 
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personal note which marks a definite departure from the 

strict conventionality of the previous periods and modes.^ 

Unfortunately, Wyatt's prosody leaves more to be 

desired than does his effort as an innovator of form. His 

one outstanding virtue seems to be that he managed to 

escape the extremely irregular line so predominant in the 

sixteenth century by adhering strictly to the decasyllabic 

line of his models. On the other hand, he was guilty of 

poor accentuation and uncertainty of rhyme. Often he used 

suffixed words as rhymes: sometimes he rhymed the words on 

the suffix, and at other times he rhymed the last syllable 

of the main word. He also used the final e., seldom pro

nounced by this time, to bolster a lame line. Finally, he 

frequently used a hiatus of "to" and "the" with v/ords which 

began" with a vowel. This practice often added confusion to 

the scansion of his lines and created an unpleasant sound. 

In all fairness, it should be noted that Wyatt labored 

under several difficulties caused by the changing language 

of the day. The final £ of many words was no longer pro

nounced consistently, and many words of French origin, such 

as virtue, travail, and licour, v/ere no longer uttered with 

the accent always on the last syllable. Both these fluc

tuations contributed to the confusion and irregularity of 

versification. It remained for Surrey to refine the disorderly 

language for use in the sonnet. 

• George Saintsbury, Prosody, I, 307. 
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In Surrey's hands the sonnet departed even further ' 

from the original and from the innovation of V/yatt. Not 

only did Surrey employ the concluding rhymed couplet, but 

he also distinctly separated the first twelve lines into 

three quatrains, each in alternating rhymes, abab cdcd efef. 

Within the scope of this pattern, he rearranged the order 

of the v;ords to have the accent fall on the strong syllable 

rather than the weak so that the same type of words that 

bothered V/yatt were easily employed in the iambic meter as 

virtue, travail, and -licour. V/hereas V/yatt had often used 

feeble and ill-defined caesuras, Surrey defined the position 

of the rhythmic pause by placing it after a strong syllable, 

usually the fourth. In addition Surrey rejected the v/eak 

syllable as a rhyme. Thus, words like "feareth" and 

"appeareth" or "cruelness" and "forgetfulness" no longer 
5 

rhymed on the last syllable, and their rhyme was consistent. 

Almost a quarter of a century passed betv/een the 

sonnet's initial introduction into English and the full 

flowering of the Elizabethan sonnet betv/een 1590 and l600. 

During that time Tottel's Miscellany was popular enough 

that it underwent seven printings, but it inspired only a 

few new sonnets. When the sonnet did reappear in quantity, 

it was influenced by contemporary French and Italian models 

-̂ Z. J. Courthope, A History of English Poetry (New 
York: Russell and Russell, 1962),11, 95. 
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rather than by the older Petrarchian form. One critic 

contends that a detailed examination of the Elizabethan sonnet 

would reveal a "suggestive chapter in the literary records of 

literary plagarism, a testimony to the frequency of communi

cation between literary Englishmen and literary Frenchmen 

and Italians. . . ."^ The father of this chapter of English 

literary history and the first communicator of the foreign 

form was Edmund Spenser. 

Early in his career, Spenser wrote two sets of sonnets, 

one which he entitled The Visions of Bellav and one called 

The Visions of Petrarch. The title of the second set is 

misleading because both volumes were adaptations of the 

French sonnets of Joachim dii Bellay and Clement Marot, respec

tively. The publication of the poems in 1591, twenty years 

after they were v/ritten, initiated the new vogue of the last 

decade of the sixteenth century. 

The form that Spenser used did not, however, create 

a following among the other Elizabethan sonneteers. In this 

practice he diverged from both the English and the foreign 

models to create the alternating and interlacing rhyme pattern 

abab bcbc cdcd ee. In this manner he also confined the number 

of rhymes to five rather than the seven which usually appear 

^Sidney Lee, "The Elizabethan Sonnet," The Cambridge 
Historv of English Literature, ed. by A. W. V/ard and A. R. 
Waller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1911), III, 
2^2. 



in the English sonnet. Spenser's contribution did not stop 

with the new rhyme scheme or with the new influences which 

he introduced. The Amoretti, published in 1595, added three 

other aspects to English poetry. First of all, as a collection 

of sonnets closely related in form and subject matter, it 

gave impetus to the sonnet sequence. It also introduced 

imagery assimilated from Tasso, Pierre de Ronsard, and 

Phillipe Desportes, but seldom was it merely a translation 

of foreign vers.e. Finally, it familiarized the Elizabethan 

audience with poetic conceit—the idea that the poet could 

invest with immortality those to whom he addressed his work 

as well as bestow immortality on himself by composing the 

7 poems.' 

If Spenser was the father of the English sonnet, then 

Sidney and Shakespeare were the dutiful sons who followed 

in the father's footsteps and even surpassed his efforts. 

Sidney's first sonnets appeared interspersed in the Arcadia, 

but his best work was in Astrophel and Stella, the first 

real sonnet sequence in English. In the sequence, Sidney 

showed a greater respect for the institutions of the French 

and Italian sonnets than did his contemporaries. He usually 

employed the Petrarchian double quatrain abba abba with only 

the two rhymes in the first eight lines. In the last six 

J. V/. Lever, The Elizabethan Love Sonnet (London: 
Methuen and Company, Ltd., 1956), p. IO4. 
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he was much less strict. Here he used four lines alternately 

rhymed cdcd followed by the couplet g£. In some twenty of 
d 

his sonnets the sestet is more varied with the pattern ccdeed. 

This particular rhyme scheme did not inspire much imitation, 
Q 

but the work as a whole did encourage great competition. The 

difficulty in imitating Sidney's form lay partially in his 

use of the hexameter rather than the pentameter. The even 

number of feet tended to demand a pause exactly and consis

tently in the middle of the line rather than allow the slight 

variations possible with the odd number of feet. 

Shakespeare, like Spenser, devised a sonnet form all 

his own but with more lasting results than Spenser's effort. 

He followed the English pattern—abab cdcd_ efef ££—but 

achieved the effect of the Italian sonnet by often presenting 

his subject matter in the octave and sestet distribution. Sel

dom did he come to a full stop in the middle of a line: inster.d, 

he overrode even the Italian division by continuing the thought 

to the end of the twelfth line. This approach allowed him 

a fuller expression of a single idea that could then te force

fully concluded v/ith the rhymed couplet. V/ithin this frame-

v;ork he provided a metrical pause at the end of the fourth 

foot and occasionally included an additional caesura at the 
^Lee, CHEL, III, 291. 

"Sampson, Concise CHEL, p. I5I. He lists the follov/ing 
as among Sidney's competitors: Henry Const£:tle's riana; 
Samuel Daniel's Delia ; Thom.as Lodge's Phi 11 is ; and I'icrael 
Drayton's Ideas Mirrour. 
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end of the third foot. Only rarely did he use a trisyllabic 

foot, for he depended more on variation of rhythm to break 

any possible monotony of line form. On the whole he preferred 

a "subdued prosodic handling to give steady and passionate 

musing" quality to his work. 

Probably Shakespeare's most important contribution to 

the sonnet tradition was his addition of new topics and his 

handling of the old. In place of the traditional theme of 

the poet's love for his mistress, attainable or not, Shakes

peare substituted the theme of friendship. In the bounds 

of this new theme he treated all the facets of the old 

subject. Love and honor, beauty and truth were discussed 

in relation to a friend rather than a lover. The mistress 

was still present but was relegated to a subordinate role: 

often sonnets concerning the mistress pointed out the nega

tive aspects of love with much intellectual skepticism* 

Finally, and possibly of greatest value to succeeding gene

rations of poets, Shakespeare revised the approach to a 

theme constant in poetry of all languages—mutability. No 

longer did he merely point out the vanities of pride and 

beauty as the earlier French and Italian poets had done: 

instead, he offered a direct "challenge to Tim.e in the 

12 poetry of personal experience." 

Saintsbury, Prosody, II, 60. 

•'••̂ Lever, p. 167 

-̂ •̂ Ibid. 



For all the contributions the Elizabethans made to 

the sonnet and all the enthusiasm with which they adopted 

the form, there was once more a long period of silence in 

this area of verse. The swift decline of the sonnet may 

have been due partially to overuse in the sixteenth century 

and partially due to the strong opposition of poets such as 

Ben Jonson and John Donne.•'•̂  Not until Milton in the middle 

of the seventeenth century did the sonnet reappear with any 

exceptional artistry; indeed, hardly did it reappear at all. 
• 

When Milton did revive the form, he did so by forsaking the 

model of his predecessors and using exclusively the Italian 

form. In this he strictly observed the ahba abba rhyme 

scheme of the octave and varied the rhyme in the sestet 

only slightly v/ith some poems ending in cddcdc or cdceed. 

In only four of his sonnets did he approximate a rhymed 

couplet with the pattern cddcee or cdcdee.^ His observance 

of the relationship between the parts of the sonnet was less 

strict. No more than half of his v/orks shov; a division 

between the octave and the sestet; in this he preferred the 

more monophonic structure of the English sonnets, continuing 

one train of thought throughout the poem. 

-̂ F. W. Moorman, "Cavalier Lyrists," The Cambridge 
History of English Literature, ed. by A. V/. V/ard and A. R. 
Waller (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1911), VII, 
pp. 2-3. 

"̂ Ĵakob Schipper, A History of English Versification, 
(Oxford: Claredon Press, 1910), pp. 375-6. 
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Some of Milton's prosodic techniques were less regu

lar than his form though he was especially careful about 

foot division, substitution and equivalence. The fairly 

frequent trochaic substitutions, which are an exception, 

show the influence of Italian verse and was dangerous^ in 

\ that it tended to give a declamatory effect to the sonnet. 
i 

In addition, the declamatory tone was frequently supported 

by an appellative which also interrupted a steady flow of 

verse. Otherwise, Milton used few vowel expulsions or gene

rations^ thus achieving variety with anapestic substitutions. 

Further, he made little use of apostrophisation to force 

words into the desired pattern. 

Like Shakespeare, Milton broadened the poet's concept 

of what was suitable subject matter for the sonnet, but he 

did so by going a step farther than Shakespeare had. He 

did not confine his subjects to revision of old topics or 

even to the introduction of one new theme. Instead, he 

included not only love but also politics, meditation, ethics, 

divorce, and "occasional" topics. It is notable that while 

he expanded the form, he did not abuse it with overuse of 

any one of the new themes. 

•^^Saintsbury, Prosody, II, 269. 

•'•̂ Saintsbury, Prosody, II, 215. He admits that his 
scansion of many feet as anapestic rather than iambic is 
arbitrary and due entirely to personal preference. However, 
his arguments for the anapests are compelling and his scan
sions do provide a more pleasant reading. 
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Briefly, this is the history of the sonnet tradition 

in English literature until the nineteenth century revival 

at the hands of V/ordsworth. It remains to analyze the later 

poet's work separately and to determine his place as a 

sonneteer. 



CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SONNETS 

In order to determine the validity of V/ordsworth's 

reputation as an outstanding English sonneteer, it is neces

sary to make a careful study of his work in this particular 

mode of poetic expression. It is, of course, impossible to 

consider every one of his five hundred sonnets within the 

scope of a paper such as this. For this reason, there are 

only twenty-four sonnets in the follov/ing group. 

Each of the poems in the group was selected in ac

cordance v/ith three criteria. The first criteria is the 

subject matter classification of each piece: each of the 

twenty-four subject groupings listed in the last chapter 

is represented here. The purpose of this standard is to 

demonstrate the variety of material which V/ordsworth handled 

in the sonnet form. 

Secondly, the analyses are arranged by the date of 

composition of the poem. Where the date of composition is 

unknown or uncertain, the poem is considered by the date of 

publication. By arranging and considering the analyses of 

the poems in this manner, it is possible to reveal patterns 

of technique and significant variations of standard methods 

of versification which continually emerge over a period of 

12 
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some sixty-four years, the time span of Wordsworth's poetic 

career. 

The final consideration is the form and rhyme scheme 

of each sonnet. Again, V/ordsworth uses so many variations 

of both the English and Italian sonnet types that it is 

impossible to present an example of each of his categories— 

even one of each major group much less one of each minor 

group and the numerous miscellaneous variations. It must 

be sufficient to illustrate this great variety of types 

by showing a small assortment in conjunction with other 

considerations rather than to attempt a detailed study of 

the sonnet types themselves. 

No attempt has been made to analyze only the best 

of Wordsworth's sonnets. The analysis of such a collection 

of work would serve no purpose other than to reproduce the 

vast body of criticism concerning isolated, random samples 

of his efforts. Only a broad view can lead to any well 

supported conclusions. 

Each analysis follov/s a threefold pattern. First, 

the sonnet itself is presented with each line divided into 

the appropriate number of feet. Each foot which contains 

significant-metrical deviation is marked with the standard 

symbols; w for an unaccented syllable and — for an accented 

syllable. The foot following the variation is also properly 

inscribed in order to indicate the effect of the varied 

foot on the remainder of the line. 
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Following each sonnet are references to 1) signifi

cant prosodic variations and 2) significant examples of 

poetic devices such as figures of speech. Each analysis 

is concluded by a brief discussion of the text of the poem. 

These discussions are concerned primarily with the inter

pretation of the sonnets. When necessary, they also include 

further explanations and references to the prosodic variations 

and poetic devices. The conclusions to be drawn from the 

analyses are reserved for the general discussion of V/ords

worth's work v/hich appears at the end of the paper. 

The list of poems to be analyzed is offered as a 

guide to the more detailed considerations which follov;. The 

abbreviations used (PV/Y, NIL, etc.) are explained in Appendix 

A, page 1^9. The dates in parentheses indicate first, the 

date of composition and, second, the date of publication. 



Sonnets To Be Analyzed 

15 

Extract (PWY. i) 

On the Extinction of the Venetian 
Republic (NIL I:vi) 

'Great men have been among us; hands 
that penned' (NIL I:xv) 

'The world is too much with us: late 
and soon' (MS I:xxxiii) 

'Fly some kind Harbinger, to 
Grasmerdale' (TS xvi) 

The Forsaken (PFA xii) 

Tributary Stream (D xix) 

Conversion (ES I:xvii) 

Catechising (ES III:xxii) 

Distractions (ES II:xli) 

Mutability (ES III:xxxiv) 

Bruges (TC ii) 

'Scorn not the Sonnet; Critic, you 
have frowned' (MS II:i) 

A Place of Burial in the South of 
Scotland (YR iii) 

To a Friend (IP ix) 

At Dover (TC xxxvii) 

'Said Secrecy to Cowardice and Fraud' 
(LO iii) 

'The Roman Consul doomed his sons to 
die' (PD iii) 

'The world forsaken, all its busy 
cares' (TI xvi) 

17B6 — 1^15) 

1̂ 02 — 1^07) 

ia02 — 1^07) 

? -- 1^07) 

ie03 -- 1515) 

ia04 — 1^24) 

1^06/20 — 1̂ 20) 

1̂ 21 — 1822) 

1̂ 21 — 1822) 

1821 -- 1822) 

1821 — 1822) 

1821 -- 1822) 

? — 1827) 

1831 — 1835) 

1833 -- 1835) 

1837 — 1838) 

1838 -- 1838) 

1839/40 — 1841) 

1840 — 1842) 
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'Who ponders National events shall 

find' (LO vi) ( ? — 1842) 

'V/hen Severn's sweeping Flood had 
overthrown' (SoP xix) (I842 -- I842) 

Illustrated Books and Newspapers 
(PSR xiv) (1846 — I85O) 

'Who but is pleased to watch the moon 
on high' (EV xv) (I846 — I85O) 

'Why should we v/eep or mourn, Angelic 
boy' (EEP ix) (1846 — 1850) 
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Extract 

Dear na/tive re/gions, I /foretell. 

From what/I feel/at this/farewell 

That, where/soe'er/my steps/may tend. 

And when/soe'er my course/shall end, 
— w v̂  —. 

If in/that hour/a sin/gle tie 

Survive/of lo/cal sym/pathy. 

My soul/will cast/the back/ward view. 

The long/ing look/alone/on you. 

i)!^ /y ^ — /) 
Thus, while/ the Sun/sinks dov/n/to r e s t 

— v ^ v ^ 1 

Far in/the re/gions of/the west. 

Though to/the vale/no part/ing beam 

Be given,/not one/memo/rial gleam, 

A lin/gering light/he fond/ly throws 

On the/dear hills/v/here first/he rose. 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing signifi

cant prosodic variations. 
Lines 1 - 1 4 are in iambic tetrameter rather than the usual 

iambic pentameter. 

Line 1 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 3 - feminine caesura in the first foot 

author's v/ritten apostrophisation in the second foot 

Line 4 - author's v/ritten apostrophisation in the second foot 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot 

enjambement from line five to six 

a 

a 

b 

b 

c 

c 

d 

d 

e 

e 

f 

f 

g 

g 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 



ip^l^"' 
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Line 6 - imperfect rhyme of the syllable "-thy" of "sym
pathy" with the rhyme "tie" in line five 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "Thus" 

or - rhythmic pause in the first foot taking the 
place of the weak syllable and an anapestic substi
tution in the second foot 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "Far" 

Line 11 -enjambem.ent from line eleven to twelve 

Line 12 -syncope in the first foot on "given" 

masculine caesura between the first and second 
feet 

Line 13 -elision in the second foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-gering" 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "On" 

The predominately end-stopped rhymed couplets (aa/bb/cc/dd/ 

ee/ff/^g) produce a sing-song rhyme which calls attention to 

itself and detracts from the content. 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices such as figures of speech. 

Line 1 - apostrophe to "Dear native regions" 

Line 9 - personification—"the Sun sinks down to rest" 

Line 13 -personification of the sun—"light he fondly throws" 
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Although the meter and the rhyme scheme of this poem 

do not follow the usual pattern of the sonnet, the thematic 

development is based on the use of the octave and the sestet. 

The. first eight lines express V/ordsworth's thoughts on the 

prospect of leaving home, probably for Cambridge where he 

began studying in I787. He expresses a promise of continuing 

affection for his "Dear native regions" (L. 1) no matter where 

he may go or what may be his future. 

In the sestet, Wordsworth points out the sun's 

partiality for this region, too. As the sun sets (L.9), 

it favors the hills with "lingering light" (Ls. 13-14) which 

it denies the nearby vales (Ls. 11-12). Thus, the sestet 

gives the impression of a reinforcement and justification of 

the poet's own feelings by connecting them with feelings 

which he attributes to the sun, a pov/erful force of nature. 

In spite of the irregularities of form and rhyme, this 

poem offers a youthful version of V/ordsworth's later emphasis 

on nature and his own special communication with nature. 
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On The Extinction of The Venetian Republic 

Once did/She hold/the gor/geous east/in fee; a 1 

And was/the safe/guard of/the west:/the worth b 2 

Of Ve/nice did/not fall/below/her birth, b 3 

Venice,/the el/dest Child/of Li/berty. a 4 

She was/a maid/en Ci/ty, bright/and free; a 5 

No guile/seduced,/no force/could vi/olate; c 6 

And,; when/she took/unto/herself/a Mate, c 7 

She must/espouse/the ev/erlast/ing Sea. a 8 

And what/if she/had seen/those glo/ries fade, d 9 

Those ti/tles va/nish, and/that strength/decay; e 10 
— U u — , 

Yet shall/some tri/bute of/regret/be paid d 11 

When her/long life/hath reached/its fi/nal day: e 12 

Men are/we, and/must grieve/when even/the Shade d 13 

Of that/which once/was great/is passed/away. e 14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emcha-
size "once" rather than "did" 

Line 2 - masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth 
feet 

enjambement from line two to three 

Line 4 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "Venice" rather than 
the last 

masculine caesura between the first and second 
feet 
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Line 5 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

Line 7 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "and" rather than "when" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

Line 10 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 11 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "yet" rather than "shall" 

enjambement from line eleven to. twelve 

Line 13 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "men" rather than "are" 

trochaic substitution in the second foot to empha
size "we" rather than "and" 

feminine caesura in the second foot 

syncope in the fourth foot on "even" 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 1 - personification of Venice as a royal and pov/erful 
woman; continued throughout poem 

Line 2 - metaphor referring to Venice as "the safeguard of 
the v/est" 

asyndeton between the fourth and fifth feet 

Line 4 - metaphor referring to Venice as "the eldest Child 
of Liberty" 

Line 5 - metaphor comparing Venice to a maiden 

aysndeton between lines five and six 
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Line 6 - alliteration at the beginning of the two clauses; 
"No guile. . ., no force. . . .;" reinforces idea 
of power of purity 

asyndeton between the two clauses 

ellipsis in each clause—"No guile seduced Pherl, 
no force could violate Qer];" 

Line 8 - personification of the sea as a mate (L. 7) 

Line 9 - rhetorical question concerning decay of city's 
power and age of glory—continues to line ten 

Line 13 -allusion to "Shade"—a frequent poetic substitute 
for "ghost" 

This poem is the first of this selected group in which 

Wordsworth employs his most frequent variation of the standard 

Italian rhyme scheme. He does not exceed the standard number 

of five rhymes, but he uses them in variations in both the 

octave and the sestet. The first variation appears in the 

second quatrain of the octave with the rhyme acca rather 

than the continued abba rhyme of the first quatrain. The 

variation continues in the sestet with the rhyme pattern 

dedede rather than some arrangement of c_ and d_ rhymes or 

^^ £> >̂ ^^^ £ rhymes. Here the variation in the octave 

detracts little, if any, from the content of the sonnet for 

it serves not to interrupt the octave content but to rein

force the slight division of the thematic development of 

the octave. The sestet is then distinctly divided from the 

octave by both the change in rhyme and the shift in the 

emphasis. 
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The basis for this sonnet was the Treaty of Campo 

Formio of 1191• Under the treaty, which ended the war be

tween France and Austria (1792-1797), Austria agreed to 

recognize tv/o new Italian states, one of v/hich v/as the 

Cisalpine Republic composed of Milan, Modena, and a portion 

of Venice. Thus, Venice as an autonomous city state ceased 

to exist. 

Wordsv/orth begins his comment on the decline of 

Venice by extolling her past virtues. In the first qua

train, he reviev/s her bygone power and reputation as "the 

safeguard of the west" (L. 2) and "the eldest Child of 

Liberty" (L. 4). In the second quatrain, the poet reveres 

the city's beauty and virtue and points out that "No guile 

seduced, no force could violate;/ And, when she took unto 

herself a Mate,/ She must espouse the everlasting Sea" 

(Ls. 6-8). 

The sestet begins v/ith a rhetorical question, "And 

v/hat if she had seen . . .that strength decay" (Ls. 6-7), 

as a defense for the present admiration of past reputation. 

The conclusion begins at line eleven v/ith the request that 

". . .some tribute of regret be paid" for men must grieve 

when even the shadow or ghost of something once good but 

faded dies. 

In this sonnet V/ordsv/orth follows the Italian arrange 

ment of the thematic development more strictly than he does 
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in most of his sonnets. The prosodic variations and substi-

tutions which occur, particularly the caesuras and enjambe-

ments, facilitate the smooth and concise expression of the 

poet's ideas. 
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'Great men have been among us' 

Great men/have been/among/us; hands/that penned a 1 

And tongues/that ut/tered wis/dom—bet/ter none; b 2 

The lia/ter Sid/ney, Mar/vel, Har/rington, b 3 

Young Vane,/and o/thers who/called Mil/ton friend, a 4 

These mor/alists/could act/and com/prehend; a 5 

They knew/how gen/uine glo/ry was/put on; b 6 

Taught us/how right/fully/a na/tion shone b 7 

In splen/dour: what/strength was,/that would/ 

not bend a 8 

But in/magnan/imous meek/ness. France,/ 

'tis strange, 

Hath brought/forth no/such souls/as we/had then. 

Perpet/ual emp/tiness!/unceas/ing change! 

No sin/gle vol/ume par/amount,/no code, 

No mas/ter spi/rit, no/deter/mined road 

But e/qually/a want/of books/and men! 

The following are references to lines containing signifi

cant prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 3 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 
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Line 4 - masculine caesura between the first and second 
feet 

Line 6 - synaeresis in the third foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-uine" 

imperfect rhyme "on" with other b̂  rhymes—"none" 
(L. 2), '^Harrington" (L. 3),"shone" (L. 7) 

Line 7 - imperfect rhyme "shone" with other b̂  rhymes — 
"none" (L. 2j, "Harrington" (L. 3), "on" (L. 6) 

enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth 
feet 

enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha 
size "but" rather than "in" 

elision in the third foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-iraous" 

or anapestic substitution in the third foot 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth 
feet 

apostrophisation in the fifth foot on "'tis" 

Line 11 -synaeresis in the second foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-ual" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth 
feet 

Line 12 -masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth 
feet 

asyndeton in the fourth foot 

Line 13 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

asyndeton in the fourth foot 
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The following references are to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line^1 - asyndeton in the fourth foot 

Line 2 - ellipsis in the fourth foot—"And tongues that 
uttered wisdom— fThere were | better none;" 

l^ asyndeton between lines two and three 

Line 5 - asyndeton between lines five and six 

Line, 6 - ellipsis between lines six and seven— 

"They knew. . . ;/[the7] taught us. . . ." 

asyndeton between lines six and seven 

Line 8 - ellipsis in the second foot—"Taught us. . ./ 
In Splendour: [Taught uF] what strength was. . ." 

Line 11 -ellinsis (two)—"[^ance haH) Perpetual emptiness 
[andj unceasing change!/ [[France has] No single 
volume paramount,. ..." 

Line 12 -alliteration—"N£ single volume, no code" 

Line 13 -alliteration—"No_ m.aster spirit, n£ determined 
road" 

V/ordsworth's purpose in "Great men have been among us" 

is to contrast England and France with regard to their respec

tive intellectual achievements. In the octave he oresents a 

list of England's "hands that penned and tongues that uttered 

wisdom" (Ls. 1-4), all poets and social commentators. In 

the second quatrain he defines their qualities of greatness: 

they "could act and comprehend" (L, 5); they could teach 

their country "how rightfully a nation shone in splendour: 

what strength was" (Ls. 6-7). 
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Beginning in the middle of the first line of the 

sestet, Wordsworth initiates his comments on France and 

her lack of men comparable to the English moralists. He 

emphasizes this deficiency by omitting the usual sentence 

structure in favor of short exclamations (L. 11) and a 

series of phrases punctuated only by commas (Ls. 12-13). 

In this series of phrases, he further emphasizes the con

trast by the alliteration of "no" at the beginning of each 

phrase. V/ordsworth concludes by summarizing the previous 

four lines with the comment that France has "equally a 

want of books and men" (L. 14). 

The rhyme scheme of the sestet is especially help

ful in consolidating the idea therein. The d_ rhymes 

enclose the most forceful portion of the sestet and also 

serve to connect lines ten and fourteen, which comment on 

the lack of men. The e_ rhymes of lines twelve and thir

teen reinforce the series of alliterations and the comments 

on the lack of v/orks. The £ rhymes in lines nine and 

eleven furnish a smooth transition between the octave and 

sestet and soften the break between the complete sentence 

and the brief, emphatic phrases. 

The imperfect b rhymes in lines six and seven 

agree neither between them.selves nor with the b_ rhymes 

in lines two and three. It is possible to achieve a 

fairly acceptable rhyme between lines three, "Harrington," 
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and six, "on," if the reader runs the last two words of 

line six together to creat the sound "putton." However, 

such carelessness cannot help but detract from quality of 

the poem. 

Although Wordsworth makes his point dramatically 

and with apparent sincerity, he seems to have exaggerated 

the "perpetual emptiness" of the French mind. He has 

either forgotten or ignored men such as Rabelais, Montaigne, 

and Moliere, who,though not poets, were outstanding in 

their respective fields of literature and achieved lasting 

recognition as social observers and commentators. 
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'The World is too much with us' 

The world/is too/much with/us; late/and soon, 
W — / î  u — / 

Getting/and spend/ing, we/lay waste/our powers: 
— u u — 
Little/we see/in Na/ture that/is ours; 
u u — 

We have given/our hearts/away,/a sor/did boon! 

This Sea/that bares/her bo/som to/the moon; 

The winds/that will/be howl/ing at/all hours, 

And are/up-ga/thered now/like sleep/ing flowers; 

For this,/for ev/erything,/we are out/of tune; 

It moves/us not./—Great God!/I'd ra/ther be 

A Pa/gan suck/led in/a creed/outworn; 

So might/I, stand/ing on/this plea/sant lea. 

Have glimp/ses that/would make/me less/forlorn; 

Have sight/of Pro/teus ris/ing from/the sea; 

Or hear/old Tri/ton blow/his wrea/thed horn. 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 2 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "gejtting" rather than 
the last 

or—pause in first foot taking place of ^ and 
anaoestic second foot 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

elision in the fifth foot on "pov/ers" 

Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to erirha-
size the first syllable of "little" rather than 
the last 
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Line 4 - anapestic substitution in the first foot 

syncope in the first foot on "given" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 7 - elision in the fifth foot on "flowers" 

Line 8 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

hiatus in the fourth foot on "we are" 

"tune" rhymes imperfectly with the other a rhymes— 
"soon" (L. 1), "boon" (L. 4), "moon" (L. 5) 

Line 9 - masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth 
feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 11 -feminine caesura in the second foot 

Line 12 -synaeresis in the third foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-teus" 

The following are references to lines containing signifi

cant poetic devices. 

Line 5 - personification of the sea as a woman who "bares 
her bosom to the moon"—implies personification 
of nature in line three 

Line 6 - onomatopoeia with "howling" to describe winds 

Line 7 - simile com.paring the gathering of winds to the 
gathering of flowers 

Line 8 - alliteration on the first two words of the prepo
sitional Dhrases "For this, for everything. . ." 

Line 9 - aoostrophe to God 
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Line 10 - allusion to Pagan—primitive, non-Christian 
religious beliefs 

Line 13 - allusion to Proteus, classical god of the sea 

Line 14 - allusion to Triton, classical mythological charac
ter associated with the sea 

"The world is too much with us" is one of Words

worth's most famous sennets and for good reason. The 

ideas in this work probably best illustrate the poet's 

ideas concerning nature, man, the world, and the relation

ship of the three, as well as his own preference for close 

and favorable communion with nature. In addition, the 

prosodic technique is better here than in most of Words

worth's other sonnets. Both the form and content follow 

closely the standard Italian model in which the octave 

bears the burden of presenting the theme, problem, or 

question, and the sestet offers the conclusion, a solution 

to the problem, or answers the question. 

The octave presents V/ordsworth's opinion on the 

present relationship between m̂ ankind and nature. The 

relationship is at best poor, for man is more concerned 

with the v/orld and its pedestrian aspects than with the 

healing, spiritual quality of Nature that V/ordsworth 

knows. Such is the general statement of the first quatrain. 

In the second quatrain, the author illustrates his point 

with references to Nature as he sees it, "the Sea that 

bears her bosom to the moon;/ The winds that will be howling 
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at all hours" (Ls. 5-6). For both the sights and sounds 

of this Nature, "we are out of tune" (L. 8) because of our 

preoccupation with the commercial side of life. 

In the sestet, Wordsworth offers his own alterna

tive or preference to worldliness, a return to the pagan 

creeds which provide literal as well as figurative concepts 

that man can enjoy and with v/hich he can be instructed. 

V/ith such an alternative, Wordsworth suggests his frequent 

theme, the nobility of the simple, even pagan man, who 

is in tune with the forces of nature and who best benefits 

from all that nature can provide the man who makes himself 

available to her. 
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'Fly, some kind Harbinger, to Grasmeredale!' 

Fly, some/kind Har/binger,/to Grasmeredale! 

Say that/we come,/and come/by this/day's light; 

Fly up/on swift/est wing/round field/and height. 

But chief/ly let/one Cot/tage hear/the tale; 

There let/a m.ys/tery/of joy/prevail, 

The kit/ten fro/lie, like/a game/some sprite. 

And Ro/ver whine,/as at/a se/cond sight 

Of near/-approach/ing good/that shall/not fail: 

And from/that In/fant's face/let joy/appear; 

Yea, let/our Ma/ry's one/compan/ion child— 

That hath/her six/weeks' sol/itude/beguiled 

With in/tima/tions ma/nifold/and dear, 

V/hile we/have wan/dered o/ver wood/and wild— 
u u ~ 

Smile on/his Mo/ther now/v/ith bol/der cheer. 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - fem.inine caesura in the first foot 

trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "Fly" 

masculine caesura at the end of the third foot 

Line 2 - masculine caesura at the end of the second foot 

Line 3 - trochaic substitution in foot one to emDhasize 
"Fly" 

Line 6 - feminine caesura at the end of the sixth foot 
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Line 7 - masculine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement carrying over from line seven to eight 

Line 10 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to 
emphasize "Yea" 

feminine caesura in first foot 

Line 11 -enjambement from line eleven to twelve 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "Smile" 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 1 - apostrophe to "some kind Harbinger" 

Line 2 - personification of the harbinger giving it the 
power of speech 

Line 6 - simile comparing a kitten to a "gamesome sprite" 

This sonnet, dated September 25, I8O3, v/as the product 

of a tour of Scotland which Wordsworth made with his sister, 

Dorothy, and Coleridge during August, September, and October 

of I8O3. 

In the first quatrain, he delivers an injunction 

to "some kind Harbinger" (L. 1) to announce the groups' 

return from their journey. The news is intended first for 

the general area of Grasmeredale: in line four the area is 

narrov/ed to one specific spot. Dove Cottage, V/ordsworth's 

home. The second quatrain requests that "there let a mystery 

of joy prevail" (L. 5), and suggests the specific results of 

that joy in the reaction of the kitten and Rover (Ls. 6-8). 
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The sestet reveals the primary object of the intended 

announcement, to. cheer the poet's young son, John, "our 

Mary's one companion child" (L. 10), with the prospect of 

his father's return. The remaining four lines also give 

a general indication of the length of the trip by the refer

ence in line eleven to Mary's "six weeks' solitude" and the 

type of journey the trio made, evidently a walking tour, for 

they have "wandered over wood and wild" (L. 13). 

In this sonnet V/ordsworth departs from the sometimes 

stuffy presentation of his own philosophic ideas and opinions 

concerning abstract qualities to present a simple and literal 

poem which pictures his family's joy at his homecoming and 

his own desire to be reunited with them. This refreshing 

departure from loftier themes is accomplished v/ithin the 

standard form of the Italian sonnet: the rhyme is pleasantly 

consistent without being unduely noticeable; the caesuras 

and enjamberaents relieve the often confining rhythm of the 

sonnet form and enhance the natural flow of speech in expressing 

the single, sim.ple theme. 
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The Forsaken 

The peace/which o/thers seek/they find; 

The hea/viest storms/not lon/gest last; 

Heaven grants/even to/the guilt/iest mind 

An am/nesty/for what/is past; 

' When will/my sen/tence be/reversed? 

I on/ly pray/to know/the worst; 

And wish,/as if/my heart/would burst. 

0 wea/ry strug/gle: si/lent years 

Tell seem/ingly/no doubt/ful tale; 

And yet/they leave/it short,/and fears 

And hopes/are strong/and will/prevail. 

My calm/est faith/escapes/not pain; 
^^ If \j — 
And, feel/ing that/the hope/is vain, 

1 think/that he/will come/again. 

The following are references to lines containing signifi

cant prosodic variations. 

Line 2 - synaeresis in the second foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-iest" 

alliteration of "s" sounds—difficult to pro
nounce clearly 

Line 3 - syncope in the first foot on "heaven" 

syncope in the second foot on "even" 

trochaic substitution in the second foot to empha
size "even" 

synaeresis in the fourth foot cn the unaccented 
syllable "-iest" 
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Line 3 - enjambement from line three to four 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "when" 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

Line 8 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 10 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 13 -feminine caesura in the first foot 

trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "and" which in turn emphasizes the final' 
statement 

Lines 1-14 are in iambic tetrameter rather than the usual 

iambic pentameter. The rhyme scheme follows the English 

pattern (abab) alternating with rhymed triplets (abab/ccc/ 

dede/fff). 

The following are references to lines containing signifi

cant poetic devices. 

Line 5 - rhetorical question concerning the length of the 
sentence 

Line 8 - personification of "years" 

The title of this sonnet gives a general indication 

of the nature of the theme, an emotional state of doubt and 

uncertainty, a feeling on the part of the individual that he 

has been rejected by some one or some thing not clearly 

identified in the poem. In the first four lines (abab), 

Wordsworth com̂ ments on the resolution of the problems or 
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situations of other people when he says, "The peace which 

others seek they find" (L. 1). No matter what others have 

done "Heaven grants . . ./An amnesty for what is past" 

(L. 4). 

The crux of Wordsworth's own problem is presented 

immediately in the following three lines (ccc). beginning 

with the question, "When will my sentence be reversed?" 

(L. 5), He continues, apparently not expecting a favorable 

solution, by praying only "to know the worst" (L. 6). The 

second four line series (dede) reviews the tiring struggle 

of years that have evoked the prayer by yielding the con

fusion of doubt (L. 9) and strong hope (L. 11) and have 

only added to the insecurity. 

^ The rhymed triplet (fff) concludes the sonnet on a 

rather ambiguous note. Faith is of no avail for it "escapes 

not pain" (L. 12) of doubt, and hope for a satisfactory 

resolution of the conflict is also futile (L. 13). However, 

the last line expresses the belief that som.e unidentified 

"he" will return; from where, for what purpose the reader 

is not told. It is the last line on which the meaning of 

the entire poem rests. The revelation of the identity of 

the anonymous "he" would, of course, solve the problem. The 

lack of such proper identification seems to point to two 

possible interpretations of the poem. 
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The first possibility is that Wordsworth intended 

to solicit an emotional response from the reader similar 

to the emotional state expressed in the poem, a feeling of 

anguish, doubt, and suspension between anticipation and 

hesitation at the prospect of solving some internal or 

external problem or conflict. If this is the case, then 

the introduction of "he" in the last line might properly 

serve the purpose of leaving the reader without a definite 

conclusion, indeed of leaving him with increased anxiety 

and confusion by offering him a new problem. 

The second possibility is connected with the date 

of the poem and with the various periods of special creative 

productivity which Wordsworth enjoyed. The sonnet is dated 

as a work of I8O4. One of the productive periods was between 

1801 and the middle of I8O3: this creative energy was 

followed by a slight decline in the latter part of I803 and 

the first part of I804. As sensitive as Wordsworth was 

about creativity and imagination, it may be that such a 

decline, however slight, evoked this expression of doubt 

and fear concerning his own receding poetic ability. In 

this context the "he" might refer to the creative imagina

tion which "will come again." The "silent years" would 

then be perhaps a slight exaggeration of the weeks or months 

of inability to produce poetry worthy of his aim.s or to 

The Poetic_al Works of V/ordsworth, ed. by Ernest de 
Selincourt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1926), xxv. 
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produce poetry at all. 

Without more explicit information, the former inter

pretation seems to be the more valid one. Whichever inter

pretation the reader prefers, if he responds to the text 

with the same doubt and fear that the author expresses, 

his response may be reinforced when he recognizes the 

iambic tetrameter, an irregular metrical pattern for the 

sonnet, and the unusual rhyme scheme, abab ccc dede fff, 

which gives little indication of a pattern until the last 

line. 
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Tributary Stream 

My frame/hath of/ten trem/bled with/delight 

When hope/presen/ted some/far-dis/tant good. 

That seemed/from heaven/descend/ing, like/ 

the flood 

Of yon/pure wa/ters, from/their ae/ry height 

Hurrying/with lord/ly Dud/don to/unite; 
*» u u — 

V/ho, 'mid/a world/of im/ages im/prest 

On the/calm depth/of his/transpar/ant breast. 

Appears/to cher/ish most/that Tor/rent white. 

The fair/est, soft/est, live/liest of/them all! 

And sel/dom hath/ear lis/tened to/a tune 

More lul/ling than/the bus/y hum/of Noon, 

Swoln by/that voice/- v/hose m-ur/mur mus/ical 

Announc/es to/the thirs/ty fields/a boon 
c/ u 

Dewy/and fresh,/till showers/again/shall fall. 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - imperfect b rhymes—"good" (L. 2), "flood" (L. 3) 
eye rhyme 

Line 3 - syncope in the second foot on "heaven" 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line three to four 

Line 4 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line four to five 
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Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "hurrying" rather than 
the last 

synaeresis in the first foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-rying" 

Line 6 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable "who" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

aphaeresis in the first foot on "'mid" 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 9 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

synaeresis in the fourth foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-liest" 

Line 10 -imperfect rhyme "tune" with other e rhymes— 
"Noon" (L. 11), "boon" (L. 13) 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 12 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "swoln" rather than "by" 

masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 -enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "dewy" rather than the 
last 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

elision in the third foot on "showers" 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 
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Line 2-4 - simile comparing the hope of "some far-distant 
good" from heaven to "the flood of yon pure 
waters" which comes from the far-distant heights 
of the mountains 

Line 5 - personification of Duddon 

Line 11 - personification of "Noon" 

Another sonnet which follows V/ordsworth's favorite 

variation of the Italian form is "Tributary Stream," one of 

the sequence of sonnets composed between 1806 and 1820 which 

deals with the River Duddon. Wordsworth begins by comparing 

the descent of the tributary waters from their mountain 

origin to hope's presentation of "some far-distant good 

. . .from heaven descending" (Ls. 1-5). In lines six through 

nine, he relates the River Duddon's apparent preference for 

this particular stream, "the fairest, softest, liveliest of 

them all" (L. 9), over all the other "images imprest/ On the 

calm depth of his transparent breast" (Ls. 6-7). 

Wordsv/orth then justifies the favoritism by describing 

the pleasant sound of the "busy hum of Noon" (L. 11) enhanced 

by the musical quality of the stream's voice. In addition 

to the soothing murmur as the stream rushes along, the song 

announces to the surrounding fields "a boon/ Dev/y and fresh, 

till shov/ers again shall fall" (Ls. 13-14). Thus, the small 

contributor to the "lordly Duddon" both pleases the listener 

and fulfills the promise of hope to v/hich the hurrying 

torrent is compared. 
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The only major difficulty in interpreting the meaning 

of the poem lies in the introductory comparison. Wordsworth 

implies in the first three lines that his theme will be hope 

rather than the tributary stream. Had he reversed the order 

of the comparison his intent would have been much clearer 

and the result would have been just as effective. 

Another distraction, a minor one, occurs in line ten 

with the imperfect e. rhyme "tune." When the word is pro-

'-, nounced properly it cannot correspond with the other e. rhymes-

"Noon" (L. 11), and "boon" (L. 13). However, the frequent 

incorrect pronunciation of the word as "toon" and the enjambe

ment from line ten to line eleven lessen the effect of the 

distraction. 

Wordsworth also uses the enjambement to aid in the 

thematic development v/hich does not correspond exactly to the 

division of the rhymes either in the octave or between the 

octave and sestet. He uses the pattern abbaa to present his 

introductory comparison and runs line four on to line five 

to complete the initial idea in a single sentence. The second 

portion of the development in the octave is indicated not 

only by the semi-colon but also by the change in the rhyme 

pattern ccad of the next four lines v/hich enclose the idea 

of Duddon's preference for the tributary stream, an idea 

again complete in one sentence. 
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The d, rhyme of line nine also allows a smooth and 

effective transition between the second and third portions 

by calling the reader's attention to the poet's return to 

comments about the stream itself. Thus, it is "the fairest, 

softest, liveliest of them all" in line nine which provides 

hope "till showers again shall fall" in line fourteen. 
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Conversion 

Prompt trans/forma/tion works/the no/vel Lore; 

The Coun/cil closed,/the Priest/in full/career 

Rides forth,/an ar/med man,/and hurls/a spear 

To des/ecrate/the Fane/which here/tofore 

He served/in fol/ly. Wo/den falls,/and Thor 

Is o/verturned;/the mace,/in bat/tie heaved 

(So might/they dream)/till vic/tory was/achieved, 
— u , o —. 

Drops, and/the God/himself/is seen/no m.ore. 

Temple/and Al/tar sink;/to hide/their shame 

Amid/obliv/ious weeds./ '0 come/to me. 

Ye hea/vy la/den!' such/the invit/ing voice 
— o , u — 

Heard near/fresh streams;/and thou/sands, 

who/rejoice 

In the/new Rite—/the pledge/of sanc/tity, 
_ u u ~ 

Shall, by/regen/erate life,/the pro/mise claim. 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 2 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

enjambement from line two to three 

Line 3 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from the third line to the fourth 

Line 4 - enjambem.ent from line four to five 
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Line 5 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

masculine caesura betv/een the fourth and fifth 
feet 

enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - masculine caesura betv/een the second and third 
feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth 
feet 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

elision in the fourth foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-tory" 

Line 8 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"drops" rather than "and" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "temple" rather than the last 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -synaeresis in the second foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-ious" 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

Line 11 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

hiatus in the fourth foot betv/een "the" and "in-" 

enjambement from line eleven to tv/elve 

Line 12 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"heard" rather than "near" 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 
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Line 12 - enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet. 

Line 14 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"shall" rather than "by" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

elision in the third foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-erate" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 4 - reference to "fane"—Latin and Middle English word 
for "temple" 

Line 5 - allusion to chief god of Germanic mythology, V/oden 
or Odin 

allusion to Thor, the Norse god of thunder 

Line 9 - personification of "Temple" and "Altar"—giving 
them the ability to feel shame 

Line 10 -allusion to Biblical reference—Matthew 11:28 

Line 12 -V/ordsworth's note to ". . .such the inviting voice/ 
Heard near fresh streams;"-"The early propagators 
of Christianity were accustomed to preach near 
rivers, for the convenience of baptism." 

V/ordsworth's sonnet, "Conversion," deals not with an 

individual and personal conversion to Christianity but with 

the early, often overly enthusiastic, rejection of paganism 

and the corresponding wholehearted acceptance of Christianity 

by the masses. After a council of converts and/or mission

aries has met, the formerly pagan priest goes forth at full 
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speed and in full armament to carry out the council's deci

sion to destroy the "Fane" or temple which housed the pagan 

rites (Ls. 1-5). The warrior-priest defeats V/oden and Thor, 

defeats the statues that serve as physical reminders of two 

of the chief mythological figures. The priest does not 

rest until he has completed his mission, "and the God himself is 

seen no more" (Ls. 5-8). The destruction of the outward 

symbols of inner beliefs will hopefully destroy also the 

religion which propogates the beliefs. 

In the place of the bellicose former gods is one who 

offers rest and comfort to "ye heavy laden" (L. 11). Many 

who seek such peace respond to the new god and may be bap

tized immediately in convenient nearby streams by represen

tatives of the new god (Ls. 12-14). 

Here Wordsworth uses both literal events, such as the 

destruction of the temples, and symbolic actions, such as 

the gods hiding their shame, to convey the nature of the 

conflict, both physical and spiritual, between the ancient 

religions and the newly emerging Christianity. The power 

of the new doctrine is illustrated by the priest's victory 

over his former master and by the mass acceptance of the 

new creed. The first five lines demonstrate the power of 

transformation of the "novel Lore." Lines five through eight 

present the battle between the creeds. In line nine the tone 

of the poem begins to shift from the noise and activity of 
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battle to an atmosphere of quiet rejoicing at the disappear

ance of the temples and the acceptance of the "new Rite— 

the pledge of Sanctity" (L. 13). 

Although Wordsworth creates a vivid picture for his 

reader, he too often interrupts the reader's train of thought 

with an excessive number of caesuras. The also too frequent 

enjambements lose their effectiveness when they are used in 
Ir

as many as five consecutive lines only to have each line p 

broken, often by two caesuras. In both cases, the author 

seems to have allowed the enthusiasm of his ardent converts 

to control his own efforts rather than exercising judicious 

control over his subject. p 
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Catechising 

Fron Lit/tie down/to Least,/in due/degree, a 1 

Around/the Pas/tor, each/in new-/wrought vest, b 2 
— = vj u —-
Each with/a ver/nal po/sy at/his breast, b 3 

We stood,/a trem/bling, ear/nest Com/pany! a 4 

With lov//soft mur/mur, like/a dis/tant bee, a 5 

Some spake,/by thought-/perplex/ing fears/ 

betrayed; c 6 

And some/a bold/unerr/ing an/swer made: c 7 

How flut/tered then/thy anx/ious heart/for me, a. 8 

Belov/ed Mo/ther! Thou/whose hap/py hand d 9 

Had bound/the flov/ers/l wore,/with faith/ful 

tie: e 10 

Sweet flowers!/ at whose/inau/dible/command d 11 

Her coun/tenance, phan/ton-like,/doth re/appear f 12 

0 lost/too ear/ly for/the fre/quent tear, f 13 

And ill/requit/ed by/this heart/felt sigh! e 14 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

Line 2 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"each" rather than "with" 

Line 4 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

feminine caesura in the third foot 
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Line 5 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

Line 9 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -elision in the second foot on "flowers" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 11 -elision in the first foot on "flowers" 

masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

enjambement from line eleven to twelve 

Line 12 -elision in the second foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-tenance" 

feminine caesura in the second foot 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 5 - simile comparing the "soft murmur" to a bee 

onomatopoeia using "murmur" to describe the sound of 
the children speaking 

Line 11 -personification of flowers giving them the ability 
to command 

Line 12 -simile comparing the face of V/ordsv/orth's mother to 
a phanton or spirit 

In the first four lines V/ordsworth recalls the picture 

of the children gathered around the pastor, each child placed 

in order of age and size, each dressed in new clothes and 

wearing fresh flowers. Some of the children ansv/ered questions 
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about the religious lessons with soft hesitancy: some 

spoke out confidently (Ls. 5-7). This was the occasion on 

which children of an age of accountability were tested to 

determine whether they were ready to be confirmed into the 

church and begin receiving communion. Wordsworth's recollec

tion of this event also evokes the memory of his mother, 

her anxiety as he offered his responses to the questions 

and her joy as she had prepared the flov/ers he wore (Ls. 

8-10). The flov/ers in turn evoke a picture of her face 

(Ls. 11-12). Lines thirteen and fourteen reflect that the 

child Wordsworth was too young at the time of his mother's 

death to understand and to mourn his loss and that his 

present "heartfelt sigh" is poor repayment for the earlier 

omission. 

Although it first seems that Wordsworth has digressed 

too much from his stated topic, careful consideration of 

the recollection as a whole reveals the poem as an appro

priate expression of the significance of the event. The 

examination for admission into the church is an important 

occasion for a parent as well as for a child, an event v/hich 

may be anticipated with much delight and excited preparation. 

The parent may harbour no little apprehension during the 

examination itself. As an adult recalling his ov/n catechising, 

it seems fairly natural that V/ordsv/orth should include the 

events and emotions surrounding the special gathering. Neither 
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does it seem unnatural that he should include a brief lament 

for his mother, to whom the event meant so much. 
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Distractions 

Men, who/have ceased/to rev/erence, soon/defy 

Their fore/fathers;/lo! sects/are formed,/and 

; split 

With mor/bid rest/lessness:/-the ecsta/tic fit 

Spreads wide;/though spe/cial mys/teries mul/ti-

piy; 

'The Saints/must gov/ern' is/their com/mon dry; 

And so/they la/bour, deem/ing Ho/ly Writ 

Disgraced/by aught/that seems/content/to sit 

Beneath/the roof/of set/tied Mod/esty. 

The Ro/manist/exults;/fresh hope/he draws 

From the/confu/sion, craft/ily/incites 

The o/verween/ing, per/sonates/the mad— 

To heap/disgust/upon/the wor/thier Cause: 
~ u u 
Totters/the Throne;/the new-/born Church/is sad. 

For ev/ery wave/against/her peace/unites. 
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The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"men" rather than "who" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

elision in the fourth foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-erence" 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line one to two 
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Line .2 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to emphasize 
"lo" rather than "sects" 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth feet 

enjambement from line two to three 

Line 3 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

hiatus in the fourth foot between "the" and the 
first syllable of "ecstatic" 

enjambement from line three to four 

Line 4 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

elision in the fourth foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-teries" 

Line 5 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 6 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - imperfect rhyme "modesty" with other a, rhymes — 
"defy:" (L. 1), "multiply" (L. 4), "cry" (L. 5) 

Line 9 - masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 11 

Line 12 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

•feminine caesura in the third foot 

•synaeresis in the fifth foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-thier" 

Line 13 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "totters" rather than the last 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 
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The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 6 - synecdoche using "Holy Writ" to stand for the 
Christian religion as a whole 

Line 13 -synecdoche using "Throne" to represent the entire 
Protestant movement 

personification of "Church" ascribing to the move
ment as a whole the emotions of the individuals v/ho 
make up the collective body 

Although this sonnet may also have a wider application, 

it refers specifically to the Protestant Reformation and the 

changes which took place during that period of history. The 

title, "Distractions," indicates the general subject of the 

sonnet, but it is only in the body of the poem that the 

individual aspects of the topic are delineated. The octave 

sets forth the problem. Men who have ceased to respect the 

religious views of their ancestors soon begin to "defy" or 

attempt to change those doctrines and practices with which 

they disagree (Ls. 1-2). The result is that new religious 

sects are established and themselves broken into other groups; 

the trend continues and spreads from the place of origin to 

other areas or countries. (Ls. 2-4). Even though the 

"special mysteries," in this case the ritual of the Roman 

Catholic Church, increase, the reformers adhere to their 

own beliefs that only the explicit teachings of the New 

Testament, "the Saints," must be used as the basis of reli

gious belief and practice (L. 5). Anything which is accepted 
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simply on the basis of tradition or practiced only in ac

cordance with tradition is detrimental to the teachings of 

the Bible (Ls. 6-8). 

^ At line six the emphasis shifts from the reformers 

to the "Romanists" or those who faithfully follow the prin

ciples and practices of the Roman Catholic Church. These 
* 

people "exult" and take hope from the confusion of the many 

new sects (Ls. 9-10). Purposely they urge on the arrogant 

among the protesters and impersonate the overzealous in 

order to discredit the "v/orthier Cause" in the eyes of the 

public (Ls. 10-12). As a result the "Throne," the seat of 

power of the new effort, becomes unstable (L. 13). The 

Protestant movement as a whole is saddened because each 

separate effort to dissemble the purpose and action of the 

movement seems to be united with other efforts (Ls. 13-14). 

Here V/ordsworth follov/s the Italian form in rhyme 

scheme and generally, in the presentation of the subject 

matter. He comes to a full stop at the end of the eighth 

line, but instead of offering a solution to the situation 

set forth in the octave, he continues with simply a slightly 

different aspect of the original idea. In a sense he pre

sents a summary of the tv/o sides of the struggle between 

the Protestants and the Catholics by presenting a sample 

of the action and thought of each group. He rounds out the 

pattern by returning in the last tv/o lines to the initial 

side of the subject. 
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V/ordsworth's use of the enjambement in the octave 

gives a feeling of drive and intensity to the actions des

cribed and the feelings expressed even though each line is 

broken internally. On the other hand, he reverses the method 

to achieve much the same effect in the sestet. Only tv/o 

lines are run on, and the actions are pictured in short 

verb phrases rather than full sentences. 



Mutability 

From low/to high/doth dis/solu/tion climb, a 

And sink/from high/to low,/along a scale b 

Of aw/ful notes,/whose con/cord shall/not fail; b 

A mu/sical/but rae/lancho/ly chime, a 

Which they/can hear/who med/dle not/with crime, a 

Nor av/arice,/nor o/ver-anx/ious care. c 

Truth fails/not; but/her out/ward forms/that bear c 

The lon/gest date/do melt/like fros/ty rime, 

That/in the morn/ing whit/ened hill/and plain 
\j \j 

And is/no more;/drop like/the tov/er/sublime 

Of yes/terday,/which ro/yally/did wear 

His crown/of weeds,/but could/not even/sustain 

Some c^ual shout/that broke/the si/lent air, 
KJ u_ 

Or the un/ima/gina/ble Touch/of Time. 
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The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 2 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line two to three 

Line 3 - masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 7 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"truth" rather than "fails" 

trochaic substitution in the second foot to emphasize 
"not" rather than "but" 
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Line 7 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

Line 9 -

emjambement from line seven to eight 

trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"that" rather than "in" 

compensating pause in the first foot which takes the 
place of the accented syllable 

anapestic substitution in the second foot 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to emphasize 
"drop" rather than "like" 

elision in the fourth foot on "tower" 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

enjambement from line eleven to twelve 

Line 12 -masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

syncope in the fourth foot on "even" 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 -synaeresis in the second foot on the unaccented 
syllable "-sual" 

Line 14 -hiatus in the first foot on the accented syllable 
of "the un- " 

f 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Lines 1-2 - chiasmus 

Line 6 - alliteration "Nor avarice, nor over-anxious care" 

Line 8 - simile comparing disappearance of "outv/ard forms" to 
the melting of "frosty rimes" 
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simile comparing the fall of the "outv/ard forms" 
to the fall of "the tov/er sublime" 

W 

The constant change of nature is a favorite subject 

of the romantic poets, and Wordsworth proves no exception. 

In the first four lines of this sonnet, he uses a Petrachan 

conceit to compare mutability to a musical scale or compo

sition. His metaphor is a fairly accurate one, for a musi

cal composition is based on continuing variation of a well-

defined theme just as nature is in a state of constant change 

though it gives the outward appearance of remaining the same. 

In addition, both music and nature function according to 

certain relatively stable lav/s v/hich govern their respective 

variations. In the follov/ing tv/o lines, v/hich complete the 

introduction, V/ordsworth limits the successful observance 

of the natural phenomenon of change to those v/ho "meddle not 

v/ith crime,/ Nor avarice, nor over-anxious care" (Ls. 5-6). 

V/ordsworth states simply but emphatically that Truth, 

or the lav/s of nature, does not change (L. 8). Then he says 

that even the oldest outward forms of Truth do change. They 

disappear just as the frosty dew of the morning melts v/ith 

the heat of coming day (Ls. 8-10): they drop av/ay just as 

the ancient tower falls, decays, and becomes overgrov/n with 

weeds (Ls. 10-12). The "unimaginable Touch of Time" (L. 14) 

is extended to everything so that nothing is left unaffected. 
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The unusual combination of the four rhymes in this 

poem is an example of V/ordsworth's many variations of rhyme 

patterns within the sonnet form. The first eight lines 

comprise one of the poet's usual variations—abba acca. 

The remaining six lines contain both the d_ rhyme common to 

the sestet and a repetition of the â  and £ rhym.es of the 

octave to form the pattern dac dca. The fact that the con

tent of the poem is not separated in the ordinary place in 

relation to the rhyme scheme does not distrub the thematic 

development of this sonnet. In fact, Wordsworth may have 

intended to use the change in form and rhyme to intensify 

his comments about the nature of change itself. 

http://rhym.es


Bruges 

Bruges/I saw/attired/with gold/en light 

(Streamed from/the west)/as with/a robe/ 

of power: 

The splen/dour fled;/and now/the sun/less hour. 

That, slow/ly mak/ing way/for peace/ful night. 

Best suits/with fal/len gran/deur, to/my sight 

Offers/the beau/ty, the/magni/ficence. 

And so/ber grac/es, left/her for/defence 

Against/the in/juries/of time,/the spite • 

Of for/tune, and/the de/solat/ing storms 

Of fu/ture war./ Advance/not—spare/to hide, 

0 gen/tle Power/of dark/ness! these/mild hues; 

Obscure/not yet/these si/lent av/enues 

Of state/liest ar/chitec/ture, where/the Forms 

Of nun-/like fe/males, with/soft mo/tion, glide! 
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The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
"streamed" rather than "from" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

elision in the fifth foot on "power" 

Line 3 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 4 - feminine caesura in the first foot 
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Line 5 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "offers" rather than the second 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 7 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - masculine caesura betv/een the fourth and fifth feet 

enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - feminine caesura in the second foo.t 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 11 -elision in the second foot on "pov/er" 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 12 -enjambement from line tv/elve to thirteen 

Line 13 -synaeresis in the second foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-liest" 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

feminine caesura in the fifth foot 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

poetic, devices. 

Line 2 - simile comparing the "golden light" (L. l) to a 
"robe of power" 
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Lines 9-14 - alliteration of initial letter of each line; 
also alliteration of sound of first syllable of 
each line 

Line 11 -apostrophe to the "gentle Power of darkness" 

In the Slimmer and fall of 1820, Wordsworth made a tour 

of the continent accompanied by his wife and sister. This 

description of the Belgian city of Bruges is the result of 

one of the stops the trio made during that tour. 

In the first nine lines Wordsworth describes his view 

of the city at sunset and the impression that the view made 

upon him as it faded into the twilight. The "golden light" 

blanketed the city v/ith a "robe of power" (Ls. 1-2). The 

splendour granted by the western rays faded, and the gray 

of approaching night provided a more appropriate background 

for a tov/n whose "beauty, magnificence,/ And sober graces" 

(Ls. 6-7) are her only defence against time and the ravages 

of nature and war (Ls. 3-10). The remaining five lines 

include a request to the "Power of darkness," as the physi

cal absence of light, to spare the city from the obscurity 

of night and, as the symbolic agent of destruction and deso

lation, to spare the city from the fortune and "storms of 

future v/ars" (Ls. 8-9). 

Although the division of the thematic material occurs 

in the tenth line, the sestet is tied together by the audio

visual alliteration of the initial syllable in each of the 
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last six lines. This device contributes to the smooth 

transition between the description of the city and the 

apostrophe. 
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" 'Scorn not the Sonnet' 

Scorn not/the Son/net; Crit/ic, you/have frowned, 
— w/ u 

Mindless/of its/just hon/ours; with/this key 
— ' u u — 

Shakespeare/unlocked/his heart;/the mel/ody 

Of this/small lute/gave ease/to Pe/trach's wound; 

A thou/sand times/this pipe/did Tas/so sound; 

With it/Camo/ens soothed/an ex/ile's grief; 

The Son/net glit/tered a/gay myr/tle leaf 

Amid/the cy/press with/which Dan/te crowned 

His vi/siona/ry brow:/a glow-/worm lamp. 

It cheered/mild Spen/ser, called/from Faer/y-

land 

To strug/gle through/dark ways;/and when/a damp 

Fell round/the path/of Mil/ton, in/his hand 

The thing/became/a trum/pet: whence/he blew 

Soul-an/imat/ing strains—/alas,/too few! 

a 

b 

b 

a 

a 

c 

c 

a 

d 

e 

d 

e 

f 

f 

1 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 2 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "mindless" rather than the 
second 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line two to three 

»'. 

r 
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Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "Shakespeare" rather than the 
second 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line three to four 

Line 7 - enjambement from line seven to eight 

spondaic substitution in the fourth foot 

Line 8 - enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 10 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line eleven to tv/elve 

Line 12 -feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 -feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth feet 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 2 - allusion to Shakespeare, Elizabethan poet 

Line 4 - allusion to Petrach's unrequited love for Laura 

Line 5 - allusion to Tasso, sixteenth century Italian poet 

Line 6 - allusion to Camoens, sixteenth century Portuguese 
poet exiled because of his love for one of the 
queen's attendants, Caterina de Ataide 
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Line .7 - simile comparing the sonnet to a "gay myrtle leaf" 

ellipsis in the third foot—"The sonnet glittered 
[likej a gay myrtle leaf" 

Line 8 

Line 9 

Line 10 

Line 11 

• allusion to Dante, fourteenth century Italian poet 

• allusion to Dante's "visionary brow"—Beatrice 

metaphor comparing the sonnet to "a glow-worm lamp" 

-allusion to Spenser, sixteenth century English poet 

allusion to Faeryland, home of Gloriana the queen 
in Spenser's "The Faery Queene" 

-"damp"-archaic meaning—"fog" or "mist"—referring 
to Milton's blindness 

Line 12 -allusion to Milton, seventeenth century English poet 

Line 13 -metaphor com.paring the sonnet to a trumpet 

"Scorn not the Sonnet" is an admonition to those who 

would discount the value of this form of lyric. The "Critic" 

of line one is a collective reference to all who ridicule 

the sonnet and probably especially to the eighteenth-century 

poets and critics alike who denounced the sonnet so frequently 

and so forcefully. As evidence of "its just honours" (L. 2), 

Wordsworth cites the work of notable sonneteers from Petrarch 

to Milton. There is Shakespeare who used the sonnet to unlock 

his heart (L. 3): Petrarch, who expressed his unrequited love 

for Laura (L. 4): Tasso, who used the sonnet as a musical pipe 

(L. 5). Camoens, exiled from court for his love for Caterian 

de Ataide, employed the sonnet to soothe his grief (L. 6): 

Dante, to extol the virtues of his ideal woman Beatrice 
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(Ls. 7-9): Spenser, to ease the "struggle through dark ways" 

(L. 11) of political disfavor. Finally, Milton relieved the 

burden of his blindness v/ith the "soul-animating strain^'of 

sonnet verses (Ls. 11-14). 

The form that V/ordsv/orth uses for his defense of the 

sonnet is the English. The rhyme schem.e, however, is a 

combination of the Italian pattern of enclosed rhymes in 

the first two quatrains and the English pattern of crossed 

rhymes in the third quatrain followed by a rhymed couplet. 

The poet is perhaps freer to use his unusual combination 

here than in other sonnets because the development of the 

theme does not lend 'itself exclusively to either the Italian 

octave-sestet relationship or the English quatrain-couplet 

relationship. Instead of clearly stating the problem and 

solution by either method, V/ordsworth implies the problem, 

the defense of the sonnet, in his initial remark to the 

critic. The remainder of the verses he devotes to accom

plishing his defense. The change in rhyme scheme in the 

third quatrain he uses probably to avoid the monotony v/hich 

could result from the extended listing of poets and their 

themes. The rhymed couplet offers an additional change of 

pace and a forceful conclusion. 
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A Place of Burial in the South of Scotland 

Part fenced/by man,/part by/a rug/ged steep a 

That curbs/a foam/ing brook,/a Grave/yard lies: b 

The hare's/best couch/ing-place/for fear-/less 

sleep; a 

Which moon/lit elves,/far seen/by cred/ulous eyes, b 
— \j u — 
Enter/in dance./Of church,/or sab/bath ties, a 

No ves/tige now/remains;/yet thith/er creep b 

Bereft/Ones, and/in low/ly an/guish weep b 

Their prayers/out to/the wind/and na/ked skies. • a 

Proud tomb/is none:/but rude/ly sculp/tured knights,c 

By hum/ble choice/of plain/old times,/are seen d 

Level/with earth,/among/the hil/locks green: d 

c 

The span/gled turf,/and neigh/bouring thick/ets 

— \j \j — 

Union/not sad,/when sun/ny day/break smites 

ring 

With 'ju/bila/te' from/the choirs/of spring! 

e 

e 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to emphasize 
"part" rather than "by" 

enjambement from: line one to tv/o 

Line 2 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line two to three 
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Line 4 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

elision in the fifth foot on "-ulcus" 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "enter" rather than the second 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

Line 8 -

enjambement from line seven to eight 

trochaic substitution in the second foot to emphasize 
"out" rather than "by" 

Line 9 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 10 -masculine caesura betv/een the fourth and fifth feet 

Line 11 

Line 12 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

-masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

-trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "union" rather than the second 

ma sculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 13 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

-masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

elision in the fourth foot on "-bouring" 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -feminine caesura in the first foot 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

>L 
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Line 1 - ellipsis in the third foot—"part ffenceT] by/ 
a rugged steep" 

Line 3 - ellipsis in the first foot—" [this is] The 
hare's/best courching-place. . ." 

Line 5 - alliteration of the first words of the two prepo
sitional phrases 

Line 12 -ellipsis in first and second feet—"[the]Union 
[of the gravestones and the ground i|] not/sad. . ." 

Line 14 —metaphor comparing spring to choir 

"jubilate"—"a joyous song or outburst" 

Wordsworth uses a combination of the English and 

Italian sonnet forms to provide the frame for his night 

scene of a Scottish graveyard. Surrounded by man-made and 

natural fences, the graveyard offers a safe resting place 

for the hare and a place for "moonlit elves" to dance (Ls. 

1-5). Although nothing remains to indicate that there was 

once a church on the grounds, an occasional mourner comes 

to weep and to pray (Ls. 5-8). The crudely carved head

stones which have fallen among the hills testify to the 

humble origin of the people who have lived nearby and those 

who return in the night (Ls. 9-11). 

The connotation in the first eleven lines is one of 

quiet mystery. The reference to moonlight ripling across 

the ground as elves (L. 4) and to the m.ourners who "thither 

creep" (L. 6) at night rather than by light of day lend an 

eerie atmosphere to the already desolate picture of the 

deteriorated and isolated burial place. Such a view is 
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presented in tv/o quatrains rhyming abab abba and the first 

three lines of a third quatrain, odd. The final line of 

the last quatrain and the concluding rhymed couplet, cee. 

offer a brighter view of the area as the "sunny daybreak" 

(L. 12) streams across the countryside to elicit a "'jubi

late' from the choirs of spring" (L. 14). Additionally, 

the last two rhymes, "ring" and "spring," are a contrast of 

bright sound to alleviate the mournful sound and connotation 

of the previous rhymes such as "lies" (L. 2), "eyesf' (L.4), 

"ties" (L. 5) and "sleep" (L. 3), "creep" (L. 6), and "weep" 

(L. 7). 

JLm. ^ 
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To a Friend 
— u u ^ u ^ 

Pastor/and Pa/triot!—at/whose bid/ding rise a 1 

These mod/est walls,/amid/a flock/that need, b 2 

For one/who comes/to watch/them and/to feed, b 3 

A fixed/Abode -/keep down/presage/ful sighs. a 4 

Threats, which/the unthink/ing on/ly can/despise, a 5 

Perplex/the Church;/but be/thou firm,—/be true c 6 

To thy/first hope,/and this/good work/pursue, c 7 
— u u 

Poor as/thou art./A wel/come sac/rifice a 8 

Dost Thou/prepare,/whose sign/will be/the smoke d 9 

Of thy/new hearth;/and soon/er shall/its wreaths e 10 

Mounting/while earth/her morn/ing in/cense 

breathes, e 11 

From wand/ering fiends/of air/receive/a yoke d 12 

And straight/way cease/to aspire,/than God/disdain f 13 

This hum/ble tri/bute as/ill-timed/or vain. f 14 

Line 1 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to emphasize 
the first syllable of "pastor" rather than the second 

synaeresis in the second foot cn "-triot" 

feminine caesura in the second foot 

enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 4 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

*!!:''i 

^ i 

The following are references to lines containing significant \ 

prosodic variations. 

> . r ^ 
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Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "threats" rather than "which" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

hiatus in the third foot on "the un-" 

Line 6 - masculine caesura betv/een the second and third 
feet 

masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth 
feet 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

Line 8 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "poor" rather than "as" 

masculine caesura between the second and third 
feet 

enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - masculine caesura betv/een the second and third 
feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -masculine caesura betv/een the second and third 
feet 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "mounting" rather than 
the second 

Line 12 -elision in the second foot on "-ering" 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 -hiatus in the third foot on "to a-" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth 
feet 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

^"_ 
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The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 6-7 - chiasmus 

In "To a Friend" Wordsworth is offering encouragement 

to a minister who is directing his congregation in the build

ing of a new parsonage. The first four lines identify the 

individual to whom the poem is addressed and the situation 

in which he is involved. The second quatrain acknov/ledges 

the problems and threats which confront the group but ad

vises perseverence in the admirable cause in spite of a 

lack of funds and possibly lagging interest (Ls. 5-^)• The 

completion of the "welcome sacrifice" of time, money, and 

effort will be marked by the "first smoke of thy nev/ hearth" 

(Ls. 8-10). Wordsworth further comforts his discouraged 

friend by suggesting that the imipossible task of harnessing 

the wreaths of smoke from the nev/ chimney will be accom

plished before God will "disdain this humble tribute as 

ill-timed or vain" (Ls. 10-14). 

Wordsworth presents his expression of moral support 

in the quatrain-couplet form of the English sonnet, but he 

builds each idea on the enclosed rhyme of the Italian form. 

Thus, he can offer his own ideas in three v/ell defined por

tions and reserve his opinion of God's approval of the project 

for the concluding rhymed couplet which provides emphasis for 

the additional loftier and weightier judgement. 

A. li^ 
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The entire effect of the poem is one of simplicity: 

a simple, well-ordered expression of sympathy and encourage, 

ment for a man, who among simple people, is trying to accom-

plish a simple task. In Wordsworth's judgement, even such 

a modest effort will receive the approval of the one to 

whom it is dedicated. 

£\ 
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At Dover 

From the/Pier's head,/musing,/and with/increase 

Of won/der, I/have watched/this sea-/side Town, 

Under/the white/cliff's bat/tlement/ed crown, 

Hushed to/a depth/of more/than Sab/bath peace: 

The streets/and quays/are thronged,/but why/disown 

Their nat/ural ut/terance? whence/this strange/ 

release 

From so/cial noise-/silence/elsewhere/unknown?— 

A Spi/rit whis/pered, 'Let/all won/der cease; 

Ocean's/o'erpow/ering mur/murs have/set free 

Thy sense/from pres/sure of/life's com/mon din; 

As the/dread Voice/that speaks/from out/the sea 

Of God's/eter/nal Word,/the Voice/of Time 

Doth'dead/en, shocks/of tu/mult, shrieks/of crime. 

The shouts/of fol/ly, and/the groans/of sin.' 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to empha
size the first syllable of "musing" rather than the 
second 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

a 

b 

b 

a 

c 

a 

c 

a 

d 

e 

d 

f 

f 

e 

1 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

II 
11 
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Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "under" rather than the 
second 

Line 4 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size ."hushed" rather than "to" 

Line 5 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - elision in the second foot on the unaccented syl-
.lable "-ural" 

elision in the third foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-terance" 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 8 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "Ocean's" rather than 
the second 

author's written syncope in the second foot on 
the unaccented syllable "o'er-" 

elision in the third foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-ering" 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 11 -enjambement from line eleven to twelve 

Line 12 -masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line twelve to thirteen 

Line 13 -feminine caesura in the second foot 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 14 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 
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Lines 5-7 - rhetorical question concerning the unusual 
scene which Wordsworth is observing at Dover 

Seventeen years after Wordsworth and his family made 

their tour of the continent in 1820, he "recollected in 

tranquillity" one of his many communions v/ith nature. This 

recollection he constructed as a variation of the Italian 

sonnet form and rhyme scheme. 

In the first quatrain, he recalls his "increase of 

wonder" (L. 2) as he viewed Dover, busy but, it seemed to 

V/ordsworth, unusually quiet. In the second quatrain, he 

questions "this strange release from social noise" (Ls. 6-7), 

and from a spirit of nature receives the reassurance, "Let 

all wonder cease" (L. 8). The spirit continues in the sestet, 

explaining that the "Ocean's o'erpowering murmurs have set 

free" (L. 9) his sense from the force and confusion of life's 

ordinary noise. This quieting effect of the ocean, the 

spirit compares to the "Voice of Time" (L. 2) v/hich lessens 

the sounds and memories of the unpleasant events of man's 

life. 

The ansv/er that the spirit gives Wordsv/orth is a 

logical, physical reason for the disparity betv;een the sight 

and sound v/hich confronts him. By using an aspect of the 

supernatural to this ansv/er, one which he might have easily 

discovered himself, V/ordsv/orth converts the sonnet from a 

description and impression of a particular sight into an 
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illustration of hiw own special relationship with the 

natural forces which surround him. 

84 
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'Said Secrecy to Cowardice and Fraud' 

Said Se/crecy/to Co/wardice/and Fraud, a 1 
— u vj 

Falsehood/and Treach/ery, in/close coun/cil met, b 2 

Deep un/der ground,/in Plu/to's cab/inet, b 3 

'The frost/of En/gland's pride/will soon/ be 

thawed; a 4 

Hooded/the o/pen brov//that o/verav/ed a 5 

Our schemes;/the faith/and ho/nour, nev/er yet b 6 

By us/with hope/encoun/tered, be/upset;— b 7 

For once/l burst/my bands,/and cry,/applaud!' a 8 

Then whis/pered she,/'The Bill/is car/rying out!' c 9 

They heard,/and, start/ing up,/the Brood/of Night d 10 

Clapped hands,/and shook/v/ith glee/their mat/ted 

locks; e 11 

All Pov/ers/and Plac/es that/abhor/the light d 12 

Joined in/the trans/port, ech/oed back/their shout, e 13 
— KJ KJ — 

Hurrah/for ,/hugging/his Bal/lot-box! e 14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 2 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "falsehood" rather than 
the second 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 3 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "hooded" rather than 
the second 

I 
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Line 5 - enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 8 - masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

masculine caesura betv/een the fourth and fifth feet 

Line 9 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 10 -masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

feminine caesura in the second foot 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

Line 12 -elision in the first foot on "powers" 

enjambement from line tv/elve to thirteen 

Line 13 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 14 -pause in the second foot should read "Grote" 

masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to empha
size the first syllable of "hugging" rather than the 
second 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Lines 1-2 - personification of abstract qualities—secrecy, 
cov/ardice, fraud, falsehood, and treachery 

Line 3 - allusion to Pluto, classical god of the underworld 

Line 5 - ellipsis - "Hooded Q s ] the open brow. . ." 
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Line '9 - "the Bill"—Parliamentary Reform Bill of 1832 

Line 12 -personification of "Powers and Places" by giving 
them the ability to express emotion 

Line'14 -"Grote"—nineteenth century English historian who, 
from I833-I84I, served in the House of Commons and 
fought for parliamentary reform 

In this sonnet Wordsworth expresses his opinions of 

Parliamentary Reform in general and in particular, his opin-

ion of the efforts of one man in achieving the reform. He | 
1 

y 
Ai' 

personifies several dishonorable human qualities and places 

them in a clandestine meeting "deep under ground, in Pluto's 

cabinet" (L. 3). He then allows Secrecy to make a speech 

to the group—Cowardice, Fraud, Falsehood, and Treachery— 

reviewing their repeated attempts to overthrow England's 

power and honor and their prospect of immediate success 

(Ls. 1-8). 

At the first line of the sestet. Secrecy lowers her 

voice to a conspiritorial whisper to inform the "Brood of 

Night" that "The Bill is carrying out" (L. 9). The original 

distasteful group is jointed by all other "Powers and Places 

that abhor the light" (L. 12) in the cheers and praise, 

"Hurrah for , hugging his Ballot-box" (L. 14). f| 

The successful purpose of this method of presentation 

is to clothe the advocates of Parliamentary Reform with as 

many hints of evil as possible: therefore, the implied colla

boration with agents of dishonor; the meeting in dark secrecy; 

the shunning of light, or truth and virtue; the description 
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of the matted locks which implies the presence of filth and 

disorder. Anyone v/ho receives the praise of such characters 

could hardly be favored by the "good" men to whom Wordsworth 

is presumably addressing himself. 

The anonymous recipient of the cheers in line fourteen 

is identified by Ernest de Selincourt^ as Edv/ard Grote, a 

vigorous supporter of the reform movement and a member of 

the House of Commons during this period. Although V/ordsv/orth 

does not reveal his reason for not specifically naming Grote 

in the sonnet, it is probable that he hesitated to place 

himself in a position of incurring public disfavor by pre

senting a clearly named individual in a possibly slanderous 

and libelous frame of reference. 

The Poetical V/orks of V/ordsworth, ed. by Ernest de 
Selincourt (Oxiord: Oxford university Press, 1926), p. 402, 
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'The Roman Consul doomed his sons to die' 

The Ro/man Con/sul doomed/his sons/to die a 1 

Who had/betrayed/their coun/try. The/stern word b 2 

Afford/ed (may/it through/all time/afford) b 3 

A theme/for praise/and ad/mira/tion high. a 4 

Upon/the sur/face of/human/ity a 5 

He rest/ed not;/its depths/his mind/explored; b 6 

He felt;/but his paren/tal bo/som's lord b 7 

Was Du/ty, —Du/ty calmed/his ag/ony, a 8 

And some,/v/e knov/,/v/hen they/by v/il/ful act c 9 

A sin/gle hu/man life/have wrong/ly taken, d 10 

Pass sen/tence on/themselves,/confess/the fact, c 11 
— KJ KJ — ' 

And, to /a tone / for i t , /v / i th soul/unshaken d 12 
KJ KJ 

Kneel at/the feet/of Jus/tice, and,/for faith e 13 
KJ U ^ 

Broken/v/ith all/mankind,/soliq4t death. e 14 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic vai'lations. 

Line 1 - enjambement from line one to tv/o 

Line 2 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

imperfect eye rhyme "word" with other b_ rhymes--
"afford" (L. 3), "explored" (L. 6), "lord" (L. 7) 

enjambement from line tv/o to three 

Line 3 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

Line 5 - enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - masculine caesura betv/oen tiie second and third feet 
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Line 7 - masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

Line 9 - masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -syncope in the fifth foot on "taken" 

Line 11 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 12 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "and" rather than "to" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

syncope in the fifth foot on "-shaken" 

enjambement from line tv/elve to thirteen 

Line 13 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "kneel" rather than "at" 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

masculine caesura betv/een the fourth and fifth feet 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "broken" rather than the 
second 

masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

The follov.dng are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 1 - allusion to event in Roman history recorded by Livy 

Line 8 - personification of duty 

Line 13 -personification of Justice by giving it human form, 
often portrayed as a v/oman, blindfolded and holding 
balance scales in her left hand 
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The background for this sonnet is found in the legends 

of Roman history handed dov/n by Livy. One of the legends 

tells the story of Lucius Junius Brutus, a founder of the 

Roman Republic, who sentenced his own sons to death for 

treason against the state. Wordsworth uses this tale to 

justify the sentence of death v/hen that sentence is issued 

in obedience to duty and loyalty to a cause higher than one's 

personal feelings. His words of praise for the Roman consul 

in the first two quatrains acknowledge that the father was 

, , not bereft of parental emotions, but he also points out that 

Duty "v/as his parental bosom's lord" (L. 7), and "Duty 

calmed his agony" (L. 8). 

In the last six lines V/ordsv/orth offers the contrasting 

picture of those v/ho have "a single human life v/rongly taken" 

(L. 9). Those v/ho have acted v/ithout justification cannot 

be calmed: instead, they seek to atone "for faith/ Broken 

v/ith all mankind" (Ls. 13-14) by symbolically kneeling at the 

feet of Justice to request their ov/n punishment of death. 

In the first tv/o quatrains V/ordsv/orth has employed 

brief, simple sentences to lend dignity to his description 

of the consul's actions and emotions. The syntax in the 

concluding verses becomes more involved v/ith compound phrases 

and clauses which, in conjunction with the more frequent 

caesuras, emphasize the emotional turmoil of those about 

whom V/ordsv/orth is speaking. 
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'The world forsaken, all its busy cares' 

The world/forsak/en, all/its bus/y cares a 1 

And stir/ring in/terests shunned/with des/perate 

flight, b 2 

All trust/aban/doned in/the heal/ing might b 3 

Of vir/tuous ac/tion; all/that cour/age dares, a 4 

Labour/accomyplishes,/or pa/tience bears— a 5 

Those helps/reject/ed, they,/whose minds/perceive c 6 

How sub/tly works/man's weak/ness, sighs/may heave c 7 

For such/a One/beset/with clois/tral snares. a 8 
- u u ^ 
Father/of Iler/cy, rec/tify/his view, d 9 
— u u 

If with/his vows/this ob/ject ill/agree; e 10 

Shed o/ver it/Thy grace,/and thus/subdue d 11 

Impe/rious pas/sion in/a heart/set free:— e 12 

That earth/ly love/may to/herself/be true, d 13 

Give him/a soul/that cleav/eth un/to Thee. e 14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - elision in the third foot on "-terests" 

elision in the fifth foot on "-perate" 

Line 3 - enjambement from line three to four 

Line 4 - synaeresis in the second foot on "-tuous" 

feminine caesura in the third foot 
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Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "labour" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 6 - feminine caesura in the third foot 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "father" rather than 
the second 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 11 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line eleven to tv/elve 

Line 12 -synaeresis in the second foot on "-rious" 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 9 - apostrophe to "Father of Mercy" 

Although this sonnet does not furnish exact details 

about the nature of the problem it concerns, it does offer 

a general comment on the emotional and intellectual conflicts 

that might conj'̂ ront one v/ho seeks the secluded religious life 

It is not absolutely necessary that the reader be av/are of 

the additional information furnished by the companion sonnet, 

"At the Convent of Camaldoli."^ One does not have to knov/ 

-̂ For V/ordsworth's account of the exact details about 
the composition of the tv/o poems see the note on page 709 of 
the d'" ĉ 2n v̂orMiv-+- fl.H^•t-^r^n nf '/ordsv/orth's poems. 
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that the monk in question was once an artist who gave up 

his earthly talent and sought refuge from earthly passions 

• in the serenity of a strictly disciplined routine and the 

security of the narrow confines of his assigned cell. Nor 

must the reader be told that the emotional serenity and 

intellectual security were denied to this particular indi

vidual because of the false pretext under which he sought 

sanctuary. It is enough that here V/ordsworth discusses the 

circumstances of existence in a convent, the attitude of those 

. . outside the realm of such existence, and offers a plea for 

the devotion and understanding of an unidentified member of 

the order. 

The first five lines describe the preference of this 

secluded life as a rejection of worldly interests, indeed 

as an escape from those interests. In addition, those who 

have withdrawn from the world have "all trust abandoned in 

the healing might" (L. 3) of labour, courage, and patience, 

each one a facet generally considered necessary for virtue 

and success, 

V/ith line six begins the attitude of the unidentified 

"they," presumably those people who are not involved in the 

religious life but who do have some understanding of human 

nature. Theirs appear to be feelings of sympathy or pity 

for "One beset with cloistral snares" (L. 8). The "snares" 

in this instance may be the m.onk's inability to for̂ ~et the 

very interests and actions from which he sought escape when 
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he joined the holy brotherhood. 

In the sestet V/ordsworth presents his own plea that, 

if the man's purpose in joining the monastery conflicts v/ith 

the purposes stated in the vows he took, the "Father of 

Mercy" will reconcile the purpose v/ith the vov/s (Ls. 9-10). 

The poet also asks that the brother be blessed with heavenly 

grace so. that free from emotional conflict, he might "cleaveth 

unto Thee" (L. 14). 
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'V/ho ponders National events' 

Who pon/ders Na/tional/events/shall find a 1 

An aw/ful bal/ancing/of loss/and gain, b 2 

Joy based/on sor/row, good/with ill/combined a 3 

And proud/deliv/erance is/suing out/of pain b 4 

And dire/ful throes;/as if/the All-rul/ing Mind, a 5 
, (u u — ) 

With whose/perfec/tion it/consists/to ordain b 6 

Volcan/ic burst,/earthquake,/and hur/ricane, b 7 

Dealt in/like sort/with fee/ble hu/man kind a 8 

By laws/immu/table./ But woe/for him c 9 

Who thus/deceived/shall lend/an ea/ger hand d 10 

To so/cial hav/oc. Is/not Con/science ours, e 11 

And Truth,/whose eye/guilt on/ly can/make dim; c 12 

And V/ill,/whose of/fice, by divine/command, d 13 

Is to/control/and check/disor/dered Powers? e 14 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - enjam.bement from line one to two 

Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "joy" rather than "based" 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement fromi the third line to the fourth 

Line 4 - elision in the third foot on the unaccented syllable 
"-erance" 

synaeresis in the fourth foot on "-suing" 

enjambement from line four to five 
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Line 5 - hiatus in the fourth foot on "the All" 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 6 - hiatus in the fifth foot on "to ordain" 

alternate scansion - anapestic substitution in the 
fifth foot 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

trochaic substitution in the third foot to empha
size the first syllable of "earthquake" rather 
than the second 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 8 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "dealt" rather than "in" 

enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 12 -masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

Line 13 -masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

Line 14 -elision in the fifth foot on "powers" 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Lines 5-9 - extended simile comparing "the All-ruling lUnd's" 
dealings with man to his dealings with nature 

Lines 11-14 - rhetorical question used by V/ordsworth to point 
out the qualities possessed by man with which to con
trol social disorder—qualities not possessed by 
nature 

m 

<k*B 

Ii \ 
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In 1842 Wordsworth published a sequence of three 

sonnets collectively entitled "In Allusion to Various 

Recent Histories and Notices of the French Revolution." 

The first of the pieces closely follows the subject matter 

suggested in the title. The second digresses to a more 

general discussion of the composition and control of 

national events. The third applies the lessons of the 

"Recent Histories and Notices" specifically to England. 

It is the second sonnet which falls under present considera

tion. 

Wordsworth reverses the standard order of presenta

tion in this sonnet by making a statement and then asking 

a question rather than asking the question first and then 

answering it. He further varies from the usual Italian 

sonnet by crossing the rhymes of the first quatrain. The 

deviation of the rhyme scheme seems to emphasize his state

ment that national events are based on the "balancing" of 

the various elements of life—loss and gain, joy and sorrow, 

good and ill, comfort and pain (Ls. 1-4). He continues 

his statement with the suggestion that the conflicts which 

occur in the lives of nations seem to be governed by the 

same type of laws with which the "All-ruling Mind" governs 

the destructive forces of nature. (Ls. 5-9). 

However, in the first line of the sestet, he issues 

a warning to any who would justify and encourage social dis

order on the basis of such a comparison. The rhetorical 
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questions of the last five lines serve to point out the intan

gible differences between man and nature which make the pre

vious/comparison indefensible. Conscience and Truth are the 

special properties of humanity, and V/ill has been divinely 

given for the express purpose of controlling the "disordered 

Pov/ers" of social communities (Ls. 10-11). These three ab

stract qualities are given additional importance because 

V/ordsworth allov/s the reader to arrive at his ov/n conclusions 

about their respective functions in response to interrogation 
t 

• rather than forcing the reader to accept Wordsworth's state

ments as valid opinions. 
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'When Severn's sweeping flood had overthrown' 

When Se/vern's sweep/ing flood/had o/verthrown a 1 

St. Mar/y's Church,/the preacl/er then/would cry:— b 2 

'Thus, Chris/tian peo/ple, God/his might/hath shown a 3 

That ye/to him/your love/may tes/tify; b 4 

Haste, and/rebuild/the pile.'/—But not/a stone a 5 

Resumed/its place./ Age af/ter age/v/ent by, b 6 

And Heaven/still lacked/its due,/though pi/ety b 7 

In se/cret did,/we trust,/her loss/bemoan. a 8 

But now/her Spir/it hath/put forth/its claim c 9 
(U — /u —/u W — /VJ —. ) 
In Pow/er, and/Poesy/would lend/her voice; d 10 

'<J KJ 

Let the/new Church/be wor/thy of/its aim, c 11 

That in/its beau/ty Car/diff may/rejoice! d 12 
~ KJ KJ 
Oh! in / the p a s t / i f cause/there v/as/for shame, c 13 

\J KJ 
Let not/our times/halt in/their bet/ter choice. d 14 

The follov/ing references are to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - enjambement from line one to two 

Line 2 - masculine caesura betv/een the second and third feet 

Line 3 - feminine caesura in the first foot 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line three to four 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "haste" rather than "and" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 
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Line 5 - enjambement from five to six 

Line 6 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the fourth and fifth feet 

syncope in the first foot on "Heaven" 

imperfect rhyme "piety" with other b rhymes—"cry" 
(L; 2), "testify." (L. 4), "by" (L. 6T 

enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 9 - enjambement from line nine to ten* 

Line 10 -feminine caesura in the second foot 

alternate scansion for first three feet: iambic first 
foot; iambic second foot; anapestic substitution 
in the third foot; iambic fourth foot. This creates 
a tetrameter line rather than a pentameter line. 

Line 11 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "let" rather than "the" 

Line 13 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "oh" rather than "in" 

feminine caesura in the first foot 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the third foot to empha
size "halt" rather than "in" 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 7 - 8 - personification of "piety" 

Line 12 -"Cardiff"—the castle at which a bazaar was held 
in 1842 to raise funds for the church to which 
Wordsworth refers 
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V/ordsworth wrote this sonnet in I842 for sale at a 

bazaar to be held in order to raise money for the construc

tion of a new church near Cardiff Castle. In keeping with 

the occasion, he reviews the history of the previous St. 

Mary's Church, destroyed by the flooding Severn River (Ls. 

1-8). He recounts the moralizing pleas of the pastor and 

the lack of response as "not a stone resumed its place" 

(Ls. 4-5). He adds the comforting thought that "piety, in 

secret did, we trust, her loss bemoan" (L. 8). 

The last six lines are devoted to the praise of pre

sent efforts tov/ard reconstruction and even include a comment 

about poetry's contribution to the cause. The last two lines 

are an admonition to the people involved in the project of 

rebuilding to overshadov/ their past negligence and to per

severe in their "better choice." 

That this sonnet v/as composed with little effort and 

attention is apparent after only a cursory reading. One 

difficulty is the monotony of the rhythmic pattern. The 

three trochaic substitutions do little to relieve a too 

regular flov/ of the verses, and even the possibility of an 

alternate scansion (^ -/^^ -/^^--/^-) in line ten fails to 

alleviate the problem. In addition, the frequent variations 

in the normal v/ord order of the sentences (Ls. 4, 8, 13, 14) 

produce an artificial tone in the poem. 
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Illustrated Books and Newspapers 

Discourse/was deemed/Man's no/blest at/tribute, a 1 

And writ/ten words/the glo/ry of/his hand; b 2 

Then fol/lowed Print/ing with/enlarged/command b 3 

For thought -/dominion vast/and ab/solute a 4 

For spread/ing truth,/and mak/ing love/expand. b 5 

Now prose/and verse/sunk in/to dis/repute a 6 

Must lac/quey a/dumb Art/that best/can suit a 7 

The taste/of this/once-in/tellec/tual Land. b 8 

A back/v/ard move/ment sure/ly have/we here, c 9 

From man/hood—back/to child/hood; for/the age— d 10 
— v/ vj 

Back to/v/ards cav/erned life's/first rude/career, c 11 

Avaunt/this vile/abuse/of pic/tured page! d 12 

Must eyes/be all/in all,/the tongue/and ear c 13 

Nothing?/ Heaven keep/us from/a low/er stage! d 14 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 3 - enjambement from line three to four 

Line 4 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

enjambement from line four to five 

Line 5 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 6 - trochaic substitution in the third foot to empha
size "sunk" rather than "in-" 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - enjambement from line seven to eight 

Line 8 - synaeresis in the fifth foot on "-tual" 

i^pv 
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Line 10 -feminine caesura in the second foot 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 11 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "back" rather than "to-" 

Line 13 -masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "nothing" rather than 
the second 

masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

syncope in the second foot on "Heaven" 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 2 - ellipsis—"And written words pwere deemeT] the 
glory of his hand;" 

Lines 10-11 - ellipsis—". . . for the age-/ ["is moving, 
or has moved \ Back towards caverned life's first 
rude career." 

Line 12 -"avaunt"—archaic word meaning "away" 

Lines 13-14 - rhetorical question concerning the state of 
literature and intellect 

V/ith this sonnet V/ordsworth vents his disgust with 

the increasing trend to illustrate the content of books and 

newspapers, a trend which he feels detracts from the effec

tiveness of the written word and from man's ability to com

prehend ideas without the aid of such elementary devices. As 

he often does, the poet begins with a review of the history 

of his subject (Ls. 1-5), in this case to point out the 
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nobility of oral expression of ideas and the advantage 

that printing offered in the decimination of knowledge. 

He brings the history up to date as he points out the re

gression of literature to a position of subservience to the 

"drnib Art" of illustration. He relates the form of the 

second four lines to the content by reversing the pattern 

of rhymes from abba (Ls. 1-4) to baab, thereby emphasizing 

the debilitating regression. 

V/ith this variation V/ordsworth also nrepares the 

reader for the further opinion of the trend as a "backward 

movement" for both man and the age (Ls. 9-11). V/ordsworth 

underlines his solution to the sad state of affairs with 

brief exclamatory and interrogatory statements in the last 

three lines. His first suggestion is that man overthrow 

"this vile abuse of the pictured page" (L. 12). This he 

follows with the question, "Must eyes be all in all, the 

tongue and ear/ Nothing" (Ls. 13-14). He concludes by 

pleading with Heaven to "keep us from a lower state" (L. 14). 

The form of the sonnet is that of the Italian model, 

but the content is carried over into the middle of the sestet. 

However, the sestet is easily divisible into two distinct 

tersets by the alternating pattern of the rhymes—cdc. dcd_. 

Therefore the conclusion is set apart from the rest of the 

poem clearly and smoothly. The other technical features of 

poetry such as enjambements, caesuras, and the word order of 

^ L 
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the sentences V/ordsworth balances skillfully so that a 

possibly inappropriate subject for this form is presented 

artistically within the sonnet structure. 

1 

I I 

u 

il 
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V/ho but/is pleased/to watch/the moon/on high a 1 

Travelling/where she/from time/to time/enshrouds b 2 

Her head,/and no/thing loth/her Maj/esty a 3 

Renounc/es, till/among/the scat/tered clouds b 4 
— yj KJ ^ 

One with/its kin/dling edge/declares/that soon c 5 

Will re/appear/before/the uplift/ed eye a 6 

A Form/as bright,/as beau/tiful/a moon, c 7 

To glide/in o/pen pros/pect through/clear sky. a 8 
— u u — 
Pity/that such/a prom/ise e'er/should prove d 9 
— \j \j — 

False in/the is/sue, that/yon seem/ing space e 10 

Of sky/should be/in truth/the stead/fast face e 11 

Of a/cloud flat/and dense,/through v.̂ hich/ must 

move d 12 
(By tran/sit not/unlike/man's fre/quent doom) f 13 
The V/an/derer lost/in more/deter/mined gloom. f 14 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - enjambement from line one to tv.̂o 

Line 2 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "travelling" rather than 
the second 

elision in the first foot on "-elling" 

enjambement from line tv/o to three 

Line 3 - masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

enjambement from line three to four 
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Line 4 - feminine caesura in the second foot 

enjambement from line four to five 

Line 5 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "one" rather than "with" 

enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - hiatus in the fourth foot on "the up-" 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

Line 9 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "pi,ty" rather than the 
second 

author's v/ritten syncope in the fourth foot on 
"e'er" 

enjambement from line nine to ten 

Line 10 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size "false" rather than "in" 

feminine caesura in the third foot 

enjambement from line ten to eleven 

Line 11 -enjam^bement from line eleven to tv/elve 

Line 12 -masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

enjambement from line tv/elve to thirteen 

Line 14 -elision in the second foot on "-derer" 

The follov.ring are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Lines 1-8 - rhetorical question 

Line 2 - personification of the moon as a woman 

Line 5 - personification of a cloud by giving it the povrer 
of speech 
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Line 12 - negative simile comparing the movement of the moon 
and man 

In only two sentences V/ordsv/orth reflects on the beauty 

of the moon as it glides overhead and comments on its unfor

tunate disappearance behind a heavy overcast of clouds. The 

first reflection is clearly contained in the first eight 

lines, and the second is equally well defined by the last 

six. The first eight lines offer V/ordsv/orth's quiet musings 

which describe v/ith artful images the passage of the moon 

through the sky "where she from time to time enshrouds/ Her 

head" (Ls. 2-3) behind the scattered clouds. The moon's 

reappearance is heralded by the reflection of her bright 

light on the edges of one of the clouds. The moon is personi

fied as a bright and generous woman who "nothing loth her 

Majesty/ Renounces" (Ls. 3-4) ss she returns to "glide in 

open prospect through clear sky" (L. 8). 

The remaining lines assume a more serious tone as 

V/ordsworth comments that it is a "pity that such a promise 

e'er should prove/ False in the issue" (Ls. 9-10) by an 

impenetrable density of clouds. The seriousness of tone is 

reinforced in the last two lines when the poet compares man's 

"frequent doom" to the moon's passage through "determined 

gloom." The poet suggests that man's journey through life 

is complicated by clouds of doubt just as the moon's course 

is obscured by the overcast. 
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Although the rhyme scheme falls into an arrangement 

of three quatrains and a couplet, abab caca deed ff, the 

subject matter is more clearly divided into an octave-sestet 

pattern. It is only the special significance given the last 

two lines by the parenthetical comment on man's transit that 

requires a reading of the poem as an English sonnet. Hov/ever, 

any confusion resulting from this conflict of form and con

tent is lessened by the smooth rhythmic flow of the verses 

due to the preponderance of enjambements in relation to both 

masculine and feminine caesuras. 

The overall effect of the sonnet on the reader is one 

of "spontaneous emotion recollected in tranquillity" and 

pleasingly presented in sonnet form. This poem is an illus

tration that V/ordsv/orth is at his best as a sonneteer v/hen 

he restricts himself to subjects which deal v/ith sincere 

human emotions or v/ith nature and his ov/n reflections on 

nature. 
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'V/hy should we weep or mourn' 

Why should/we v/eep/or mourn,/Angel/ic. boy, 

For such/thou wert/ere from/our sight/removed, 
— v.; KJ — 

Holy,/and ev/er du/tiful—/beloved 

From day/to day/with nev/er-ceas/ing joy. 

And hopes/as dear/as could/the heart/employ 

In aught/to earth/pertain/ing? Death/has proved 

His might,/nor less/his mer/cy, as/behoved--

Death con/scious that/he on/ly could/destroy 

The bod/ily frame./That beau/ty is/laid lov/ 

To mould/er in/a far-/off field/oi Rome; 

But Heaven/is nov/,/blest Child,/thy Spir/it's home: 

When such/divine/commu/nion, which/v/e knov/. 

Is felt,/thy Ro/man bur/ial-place/v/ill be 

Surely/a sv/eet/remem/brancer/of Thee. 

The follov/ing are references to lines containing significant 

prosodic variations. 

Line 1 - masculine caesura betv/een the third and fourth feet 

Line 3 - trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "holy" rather than the 
second 

masculine caesura betv/een the first and second feet 

masculine caesura betvjeen the fourth and fifth feet 

imperfect eye rhyme of "beloved" v/ith the other b 
rhymes - "removed" (L. 2), "proved (L. 6), "behoved" 
(L. 7) 

enjambement from line three to four 

a 

b 

b 

a 

a 

b 

b 

a 

c 

d 

d 

c 

e 

e 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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Line 5 - enjambement from line five to six 

Line 6 - feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

enjambement from line six to seven 

Line 7 - masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 8 - enjambement from line eight to nine 

Line 9 - elision in the second foot on "-ily" 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

enjambement between line nine and ten 
ff 

Line 11 -syncope in the first foot on "heaven" 

masculine caesura between the second and third feet 

masculine caesura between the third and fourth feet 

Line 12 -feminine caesura in the fourth foot 

Line 13 -masculine caesura between the first and second feet 

synaeresis in the fourth foot and "-ial" 

enjambement from line thirteen to fourteen 

Line 14 -trochaic substitution in the first foot to empha
size the first syllable of "surely" rather than 
the second 

The following are references to lines containing significant 

poetic devices. 

Line 1 - rhetorical question concerning mourning for the 
child 

Line 8 - personification of death by giving it the ability 
to recognize and perceive 

V/ordsworth constructs this sonnet in three portions 

generally corresponding to three quatrains in order to include 
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three elements of the elegaic poem: a glorification of the 

deceased; both the weakness and pov/er of death; and, the 

consolation of the bereaved. In a rhetorical question, 

Wordsworth eulogizes the "Angelic boy" (L. 1) as "holy, and 

ever dutiful" (L. 3) even before he died. Those from whom 

he was taken loved him as much as it v/as possible to love 

any earthly thing (Ls. 3-6). Beginning in line six, the 

speaker briefly recognizes the power of death as an agent 

of destruction, but he immediately points out that even 

Death himself is av/are "that he only could destroy/ The 

bodily frame" (Ls. 8-9). 

The concluding six lines co.mprise the consolation of 

the bereaved. In the final verses, Wordsv/orth comforts the 

bereft ones by reminding them that although the child is 

buried "to moulder in a far-off field of Rome" (L. 10), his 

spirit is enjoying the divine communion of Heaven. Therefore, 

the Roman grave can be a "sweet remembrancer" (L. 14) rather 

than a dark reminder of grief. 

4 Most of the poems in the group with v/hich V/ordsv/orth 

placed this piece indicate the identity of their respective 

subjects and, either in the title, a headnote, or in the body 

of the poem, the relationship of those subjects to the author. 

This lone sonnet is an exception. The lack of proper iden

tification piques the reader's cui-iosity to consider tv.̂o 

^"Epitaphs and Elegiac Pieces." 
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possibilities. The first possibility is that the "Angelic 

boy" is Wordsworth's son v/ho died in I8l2. Hov/ever, Thomas 

V/ordsv/orth was buried near his parent's home in England 

rather than in Rome. 

The other immediate possibility is that Wordsv/orth 

is referring to John Keats, v/ho died and is buried in Rome. 

The date of the v/ork, I846, does not necessarily preclude 

this possibility for not infrequently have authors waited 

many years to elegize someone's death. Wordsv/orth, fifty-

one at the time of Keats' death and seventy-six at the time 

he wrote the poem, could have easily considered a person of 

tv/enty-six as a child. Finally, indications of a personal 

relationship betv/een the poet and his subject (Ls. 2-5J 

might be attributed to an exaggeration of a relationship 

through their mutual devotion to their art. Hov/ever, unless 

one can satisfy his curiosity with conjecture, he must read 

the sonnet as a generalized expression of the poet's medita

tions on death. 
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CHAPTER III 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SONNETS 

Subject Matter Classification 

Heretofore, the sonnets have been classified only in 

accordance with the Collective Edition of 183^, the scheme 

of which Wordsworth himself devised. His scheme is concerned 

only with subject matter and sheds no light on the varied 

form.s and rhyme schemes with which he worked: nor does the 

edition itself deal solely with the sonnets. For this 

reason, it has been necessary to isolate the sonnets from 

the rest of the poems and to arrange them into two separate 

classifications: subject matter and sonnet type. 

The subject matter classification falls into seven 

major categories. In the first major category are sonnets 

which deal prim.arily with people. They are addressed to or 

concerned with either the actions, influences, reputations, 

or the description of an individual or a group. In turn, 

the sonnets that deal with individuals can be divided into 

three types. One type discusses public or historical figures; 

another deals v/ith V/ordsv;orth's own family or his friends; 

In each category there are sennets which may have a 
dual interest such as a poem which speaks of both a person 
and an event. In such instances, the riece is placed ac-
cording to its major emphasis. 

115 
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the third concerns incidental figures, those persons who are 

not generally recognizable to the public or who are not 

clearly identifiable as belonging to either of the two pre

vious groups. The remainder of the sonnets concerning people 

have to do v/ith groups of people and are of a more general 

nature than those that relate to individuals. 

The second major group of poems concerns places, 

either in the poet's native England or in foreign countries. 

A very few of the sonnets are about England as a nation or 

area as a whole. The other poems on England are divisible 

into secondary categories which are arranged from the general 

to the specific. Beginning with general areas such as woods, 

and valleys, there follov/ also groups of sonnets v/hich deal 
2 

v/ith towns, both large and small; v/ith buildings such as 
3 

schools and churches; with rivers ; and v/ith specific places 

such as caves and hills, generally identified by name. 

In the third category are sonnets v/hich deal with 

objects both natural and man-made. Category number four is 

concerned v/ith events, most of which have some special his

torical significance and comment upon v/ars, important national 

There is also a group of sonnets that deals with 
buildings as objects, usually by means of a physical descrip
tion rather than by reference to the building as a place 
where something takes place—v/orship, education, burial, etc. 

^There is also another grouping of poems that deals 
v/ith rivers. The distinction is again made by the frame of 
reference of the poem. 
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events, births and deaths of important figures. A few of 

these poems relate to events that are of particularly per

sonal importance to Wordsworth, The remaining sonnets deal 

with events which have no special importance either his-

torically or personally and are therefore general in nature. 

The fifth category includes sonnets in which V/ords

worth expresses his ov/n ideas and opinions on various matters. 

Many of these reflect his ideas about religion: some refer 

to matters of a personal religious or spiritual nature; some 

express his opinions on organized religion.' Another group 

refers to ideas concerning the arts--poetry, music, painting. 

There is also a large number of poems about liberty and inde

pendence. In another group are poems which deal with nature. 

The last two groups in this category deal, respectively, 

v/ith -public affairs and ideas that cannot be arranged com

patibly in any other place and must be listed as miscellaneous 

ideas. 

Of the remaining major areas, one collection of sonnets 

expresses emotion or discusses emotional states of mind such 

as doubt, joy, or tranquillity. The other collection is 

composed of a limited number of sonnets, not one of which 

is related to any of the previous categories. 

The classification of V/ordsworth's sonnets according 

to subject matter is important in two ways. It has already 

been noted that this particular classification provided a 

basis for the selection of the sonnets v/hich have been 
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analyzed. Further, it illustrates the poefs wide interests, 

his broad view of life, and the scope of his opinions and 

ideas. 
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Sopget^which concern people—individuals who are of histori-

'Pelion and Ossa flourish side by side' (MS I:v)^ 

V/ritten upon a Blank Leaf in "The Complete Angler" (MS I:xvi) 

'From the dark chambers of dejection freed' (MS II:iv) 

Captivity. - Mary, Queen of Scots (MS II:xxvii) 

St. Catherine of Ledbury (MS II:xxviii) 

Recollection of the Portrait of King Henry the Eighth, Trinity 
Lodge, Cambridge (MS III:iv) 

'When Philoctetes in the Lemnian isle' {¥£> III:xii) 

On a Portrait of the Duke of Wellington upon the Field of 
Waterloo, by Haydon- (MS III:xxix)' 

Composed at . Castle (MS xii) 

The King of Sweden (NIL I:vii) 

To Toussaint L'Overture (NIL I:viii) 

London, 1802 (NIL I:xiv) 

Hofer (NIL II:ix) 

'Hail, Zaragoza' If with unwet eye' (NIL II:xvi) 

'Brave Shill! by death delivered, take thy flight' (NIL II:xix) 

'Call not the royal Swede unfortunate' (NIL II:xx) 

'Ah! where is Palafox? Nor tongue nor pen' (NIL II:xxiii) 

^In parentheses after the title or first line of each 
sonnet is the classification according to the de Selincourt 
edition of V/ordsv/orth's poetry. The capital letters indicate 
the subject category (ex., I-'iO. The capital roman numerals 
indicate the part of those sonnet groups which have several 
divisions. The small roman numerals indicate the number of th 
sonnet. In this way the fourth sonnet in the first division 
of the Miscellaneous Sonnets would be transcribed thus: (I-'S 
I:iv). These markings are to provide a convenient cross 
reference between V/ordsv/orth's own classification of his 
sonnets and both of the present classifications. 

e 



Edv/ard Signing the V/arrant for the Execution of Joan of 
Kent (ES I I : x x x i i ) 

Latimer and Ridley (ES I I :xxx iv ) 

Cranmer (ES I I :xxxv) 

Elizabeth (ES II:xxxviii) 

Laud (ES II:xlv) 

Charles the Second (ES III:iii) 

Walton's Book of Lives (ES III:v) 

William the Third (ES III:ix) 

Sacheverel (ES III:xi) 

To Lucca Giordano (EV xiv) 

Mary Queen of Scots (IP x) 

Monument to Mrs. Howard (by Nollekens) (IP xxxix) 

120 

At Florence. - From Michael Angelo (TI xxii) 

On the Departure of Sir Walter Scott from Abbotsford, for 
Naples (YR ii) 

Persecution (ES I:vi) 

Reproof (ES I:xxiii) 

Paulinus (ES I:xv) II 

Alfred (ES I:xxvi) 

Canute (ES I:xxx) 

Richard I (ES I:xxxv) 

Archbishop Chicheley to Henry V (ES II:xv) 

Wicliffe (ES II:xvii) 

The Virgin (ES II:xxv) 

Edward VI (ES II:xxxi) 

i 
?. S 

11 
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Lowther (IP xliv) 

To the Earl of Lonsdale (IP xiv) 

Upon the late General Fast. March, 1832 (LO ii) 

•The'Roman Consul doomed his sons to die' (PD iii) 

'I find it written of Simonides' (SoP ix) 

Sonnets which concern individuals who are friends and/or 
family of the author. 

To the Poet, John Dyer (MS I:xvii) 
i 

'Surprised with joy - impatient as the Wind' (MS I:xxvii) 

November, I836 (MS I:xxix) 

To the Memory of Raisley Calvert (MS I:xxxvi) 

'It is a beauteous evening, calm and free' (MS I:xxx) 

To R. B. Haydon (MS II:iii) 

To the Lady Mary Lowther (MS II:xvii) 

To Lady Beaumont (MS II:xviii) 

Oxford, May 30, 1820 (MS III:iii) 

To the Lady E. B. and the Hon. Miss P. (MS III:ix) 

To Rotha Q (MS Illixviii) 

To B. R. Haydon, on Seeing his Picture of Naooleon Buonaparte 
on the Island of St. Helena (MS III:xxvi) 

On the Same Subject. 'Though I beheld at first with blank 
surprise' (MS III:xl) 

To The Rev. Christopher Wordsworth, D.D., Master of Harrow 
School (MS III:xl) 

Composed Near Calais, on the Road Leading to Ardres, August 7, 
1802 (NIL I:iii) 

To Thomas Clarkson, on the Final Passing of the Bill for the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade. March, I8O7 (NIL II:111) 
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'Methinks ' twere no unprecedented f e a t ' (D xxv) 

To a Fr iend (IP ix) 

By a Retired Mariner. A Friend of the Author (IP xix) 

To Cordelia M Hallsteade, Ullswater (IP xlvii) 

Sonnet, on seeing Miss Helen Maria Williams v/eep at a tale 
of Distress (SP ii) 

A Poet to his Grandchild. Sequel to 'A Plea for Authors' 
(SP xvi) 

On a Portrait of I. F. (Isabella Fenwick), Painted by Margaret 
Gillies (SP xvii) 

To I. F. (SP xviii) 

Sonnets v/hich concern incidental figures. 

The V/idow on Windermere Side I (PFA xxxiii) 

The V/idov/ on Windermere Side II (PFA xxxiii) 

The Widow on Windermere Side III (PFA xxxiii) 

Dedication. To . (MS) 

'Grief, thou hast lost an ever-ready friend' (MS I:xix) 

To S. H. (MS I:xx) 

From the Same (Michael Angelo) (MS I:xxv:ii) 

'Though narrow be that old Man's cares, and near' (MS II:xxix) 

Composed among the Ruins of a Castle in North V/ales 
(MS III:viii) 

'V/hile Anna's peers and early playmates tread' (MS III:xiii) 

To (MS III:xv) 

(MS Illixvi) The Infant M M 

'A Poet! He Hath put heart to school' (MS III:xxvii) 

To , in her Seventieth Year (MS Illixvii) 
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A Tradition of Oker Hill in Darby Dale, Derbyshire (MxS III:xxii) 

'Lo! where she stands fixed in a saint-like trance' 
(MS III:xxxi) 

To a .Painter (MS III:xxxii) 

'Oh what a Wreck! how changed in mien and speech!' 
(MS III:xxxvi) 

A Plea for Authors (MS III:xxxviii) 

September 1, 1802 (NIL I:ix) 

'Look now on that Adventurer v;ho hath paid' (NIL II:xxi) 

'Is there a power that can sustain and cheer' (NIL II:xxii) 

Feelings of a French Royalist, on the Disinterm.ent of the 
Remains of the Duke d'Enghien (NIL II:xl) 

Occasioned by the Battle of V/aterloo. February, I8l6 
(NIL II:xliii) 

'Complacent Fictions were they, yet the same' (TI v) 

Plea for the Historian (TI vi) 

At the Convent of Camaldoli (TI xv) 

At Florence.—From Michael Angelo (TI xxi) 

In Lombardy (TI xxiv) 

Suggested at Tyndrum in a Storm. (YR xi) 

The Brownie (YR xvi) 

'Coldly we spake. The Saxons, overpowered' (ES I:xxxii) 

The Same Subject (from Dissolution of the Monasteries) 
(ES II:xxii) 

'I saw the figure of a lovely Maid' (ES III:i) 

Pastoral Character (ES lll:xviii) 

Isle of i'an (IP xvii) 

'Blest Statesman He, whose Mind's unselfish will' (10 iv) 
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'See the condemned along within his cell' (PD xii) 

To an Octogenarian (MP viii) 

'Why.should we weep or mourn, Angelic boy' (EEP ix) 

Sonnets which concern groups of people• 

•A volant Tribe of Bards on earth are found' (MS I:xxxiv) 

At Furness Abbey (MS III:xlviii) 

'Great men have been among us; hands that penned' (NIL I:xv) 

To the Men of Kent (NIL I:xxiii) 

1810—'O'erweening Statesmen have full long relied' 
(NIL II:xxix) 

The French and Spanish Guerillas (NIL II:xxx) 

Spanish Guerillas (NIL II:xxxi) 

The Germans on the Heights of Hochheim (NIL II:xxxvii) 

Fish-women.—On landing at Calais (TC i) 

At the Eremite or Upper Convent of Camaldoli (TI xvii) 

In the Sound of the Mu.ll (YR x) 

Glad Tidings (ES I:iv) 

Primitive Saxon Clergy (ES I:xix) 

His Descendants (ES I:xxvii) 

The Council of Clermont (ES I:xxxiii) 

Monks and Schoolmen (ES II:v) 

Crusaders (ES II:viii) 

The Vaudois (ES II:xii) 

V/aldenses (ES I I : x iv ) 

Saints (ES I I :xx iv) 
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English Reformers in Exile (ES Iltxxxvii) 

Eminent Reformers (ES II:xxxix) 

The Same (ES II:xl) 

'Bishops and Priests, blessed are ye, if deep' (ES III:xvi) 

Sponsors (ES III:xxi) 

Emigrant French Clergy (ES III:xxxvi) 

Continued (Inside King's College, Cambridge) (ES III:xiv) 

To the Pennsylvanians (LO ix) 

Sonnets which concern England. 

'England! the time is come when thou shouldst wean' 
(NIL I:xxi) 

'They called Thee Merry England, in old time' (IP iii) 

'Long-favoured England! be thou not misled' (IX) vii) 

Sonnets which concern areas in England, 

Extracts (PWY i:i) 

Composed in One of the Valleys of Westmoreland, on Easter 
Sunday (MS I:xxi) 

Composed after a Journey across the Hambleton Hills, 
Yorkshire (MS II:xi) 

June, 1820 (MS III:vi) 

In the V/oods of Rydal (MS III:xi) 

In the Pass of Killicranky (TS xiv) 

Composed in the Valley near Dover, on the day of landing 
(NIL I:x) 

After Landing—the Valley of Dover, November, 1820 
(TO XXXVi7 

I 
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Open Prospect (D xiii) 

The Plain of Donnerdale (D xx) 

Suggested by a View from an Emminence in Inglewood Forest 
(YR xxi) 

Sonnets which concern towns in England. 

Oxford, May 30, 1820 (MS III:ii) 

At Applethwaite, Near Keswick (¥B I:iv) 

September, 1802, Near Dover (NIL I:xi) 

At Dover (TC xxxvii) 

In sight of the Tov/n of Cockerm.outh (IP vi) 

Nun's V/ell, Brigham (IP viii) 

lona (IP xxxii) 

lONA. Upon Landing (IP xxxiii) 

Greenock (IP xxxvi) 

Sonnets which concern buildings—places of worship, homes. 

Admonition (MS I:ii) 

A Parsonage in Oxfordshire (MS III:vii) 

A Gravestone upon the Floor in the Cloisters of v/orcester 
Cathedral (I-'S III:xix) 

1830 (M̂  III:xxi) 

Composed upon V/estrainster Bridge, September 3, 1802 
(f-IS II:xxvi) 

At Furness Abbey (¥S III:xlvii) 

Composed at Rydal on May Morning, I838 (TI xxvii) 

Seathwaite Chapel (D xviii) 
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A Place of Burial in the South of Scotland (YR iii) 

On the Sight of a Manse in the South of Scotland (YR iv) 

Composed in Roslin Chapel during a Storm (YR v) 

The Earl of Breadalbane's Ruined Mansion, and Family Burial-
Place, near Killin (YR xii) 

Highland Hut (YR xiv) 

Bothwell Castle (YR xviii) 

Countess' Pillar (YR xxiv) 

Monastery of Old Bangor (ES I:xii) 

Cisterian Monastery (ES II:iii) 

Places of V7orship (ES III:xvii) 

New Churches (ES I-II:xxxviii) 

Church to be Erected (ES III:xxxix) 

Churches to be Erected (ES III:xl) 

New Churchyard (ES III:xli) 

Cathedrals, etc. (ES III:xlii) 

Inside of PCing's College Chapel Cambridge (ES III:xliii) 

The Same (ES III:xliv) 

On Revisition of Dunolly Castle (IP xxv) 

'There!' said a Stripling, pointing with meet pride' 
(IP xxxvii) 

Nunnery (IP xii) 

Suggested by the View of Lancaster Cas t le (on the Road from 
the South) (PD i ) 

'V/hen Seve rn ' s sweeping Flood had overthrown' (SP xix) 
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Sonnets which concern rivers as places. 

'There is a little unpretending Rill' (MS I:vi) 

Composed on the Banks of a Rocky Stream (MS II:xxxii) 

Malham Cove (MS II:xxxiv) 

To the Torrent at the Devil's Bridge, North Wales, 1824 
(MS III:x) 

Composed by the Side of Grasmere Lake (NIL II:v) 

Near the Lake of Thrasymene (TI xii) 

Near'the Same Lake (TI xiii) 

'How shall I paint thee?—Be this naked stone' (D iii) 

'Sole listener, Duddon! to the breeze that played'- (D v) 

'From this deep chasm, where quivering sunbeams play' 
(D XV) 

Tributary Stream (D xix) 

Fallen, and diffused into a shapeless heap (D xxvii) 

'The Kirk of Ulpha to that pilgrim's eye' (D xxxi) 

The Avon. A Feeder of the Annan (YR xx) 

To the River Greta, near Keswick (IP iv) 

To the River Derwent (IP v) 

In the Channel, between the Coast of Cumberland and the Isle 
of Man (IP xii) 

On Entering Douglas Bay, Isle of Man (IP xv) 

By the Sea-shore. Isle of Man (IP xvi) 

Isle of Man (IP xviii) 

In the Frith of Clyde, Ailsa Crag. During an Eclipse of the 
Sun, July 17 (IP xxiii) 

On the Frith of Clyde. In a Steam.boat (IP xxiv) 
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The River Eden, Cumberland (IP xxxviii) 

Sonnets which concern specific places. 

'The.fairest, brightest, hues of ether fade' (MS I:viii) 

'Aerial Rock—whose solitary brow' (MS I:xi) 

This and the Tv\?o following were Suggested by Mr. V/. Westall's 
Views of the Caves, etc., in Yorkshire (M̂  II:xxxiii) 

Gordale {m II:xxxv) 

'Wansfell! this Household has a favoured lot' {MS III:xlii) 

'Fly, some kind Harbinger, to Grasmeredale!' (TS xvi) 

'And is it among rude untutored Dales' (NIL II:xiii) 

The Faery Chasm (D xi) 

The Resting-place (D xxiv) 

The Trosachs (YR vi) 

Hart's-horn Tree, near Penrith (YR xxii) 

Tynwald Hill (IP xxi) 

'Homeward we turn. Isle of Columba's Cell' (IP xxxv) 

Cave of Staffa (IP xxviii) 

Cave of Staffa. After the Crowd had departed (IP xxix) 

Cave of Staffa (IP xxx) 

Sonnets v/hich concern places not in England. 

Com.posed by the Sea-side, near Calais, August, 1802 
(NIL I:i) 

Calais, August, 1802 (NIL I:ii) 

The Oak of Guernica (NIL II:xxvi) 

'By Moscow self-defeated to a blaze' (NIL II:xxvi) 

^ ik. 
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Bruges (TC ii) 

Between Namur and Liege (TC vi) 

Aix-La-Chapelle (TC vii) 

The Source of the Danube (TC xi) 

On approaching the Staub-bach, Lauterbrunnen (TC xii) 

The Town of Schwytz (TC xxi) 

At Rome (TI iii) 

The Pine of Monte Mario at Rome (TI ii) 

At Rome (TI vii) 

Near Rome, in the sight of St. Peter's (TI viii) 

At Albano (TI ix) 

'Near Anio's stream I spied a gentle Dove' (TI x) 

From the Alban Hills, looking towards Rome (TI xi) 

At Florence (TI xix) 

After Leaving Italy (TI xxv) 

Scene in Venice (ES I:xxxviii) 

Author's Voyage down the Rhine (SP xii) 

Sonnets v/hich concern objects—natural 

The V/ild Duck's Nest (MS I:xv) 

'Mark the concentred hazels that enclose' (MS II:x) 

To a Snowdrop (US II:xvi) 

'The Shepherd, looking eastward, softly said' {VS II:xx) 

'With hov/ sad stens, 0 Moon, thou clim.b'st the sky' 
(MS II:xxiii) 

^ 
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'Even as a dragon's eye that feels the stress' (MS II:xxiv) 

'The stars are mansions built by Nature's hand' (MS II:xxv) 

'Brook! whose society the Poet seeks' (MS II:xxxi) 
I 

To the Cuckoo (MS III:xiv) 

'Hark! 'tis the Thrush, undaunted, undeprest' (MS III:xxxiv) 

'Tis He whose yester-evening's high disdain' {IIS III:xxxv) 

To the Planet Venus (MS;III:xli) 

'Proud were ye. Mountains, when, in times of old' {m III:xlvi) 

Sky-prospect.—From'the Plain of France (TC xxxiv) 

'Not envying Latian shades—if they throw' (D i) 

'Child of the clouds! remote from every taint' (D ii) 

'Take, cradled Nursling of the mountain. Take' (D iv) 

Flowers (D vi) 

'Change me, some God, into that breathing rose!' (D vii) 

'V/hat aspect bore the Man who roved or fled' (D viii) 

'Not so that Pair whose youthful spirits dance' (D x) 

The Stepping-Stones (D ix) 

'0 Mountain Stream! the Shepherd and his Cot' (D xiv) 

Return (D xvii) 

'No record tells of lance opposed to lance' (D xxix) 

'V/ho swerves from innocence, who makes divorce' (D xxx) 

'Not hurled precipitous from steep to steep' (D xxxii) 

Conclusion—'But here no cannon thunders to the gale' 
(D xxxiii) 

Eagles (YR ix) 
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To the Planet Venus, an Evening Star (YR xvii) 

'Who is but pleased to watch the moon on high' (EV xv) 

'Adieu, Rydalian Laurels! that have grown' (IP i) 

The Dunolly Eagle (IP xxvi) 

Flowers on the Top of the Pillars at the Entrance of the 
Cave (IP xxxi; 

The Black Stones of lona (IP xxxiv) 

Sonnets which concern objects—m.an-made 

Roman Antiquities Discovered at Bishopstone, Herefordshire 
(MS III:xx) 
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'Where lies the Land to which yon Ships must go?' (MS I:xxxi) 

'With Ships the sea was sprinkled far and nigh' (MiS I:xxxii) ill 

On the Projected Kendal and V/indermere Railway (MS III:xlv) l| 

Roman Antiquities (YR xxv) .... 
i l l 

Illustration (ES II:xliii) | 

Old Abbeys (ES III:xxxv) 

Steamboats, Viaducts and Railways (IP xiii) 

The Monument commonly called the Long Meg and her Daughters, 
near the River Eden (IP xliii) 

Illustrated Books and Newspapers (PSR xiv) 

Upon the Sight cf a Beautiful Picture (̂ S I:ix) 

To the Author's Portrait (MS III:xxiv) 

The Last Supper, by Leonardo da Vinci, in the Refectory of 
the Convent of Maria della Grazia—Milan (TC xxvi) 

Picture of Daniel in the Lion's Den, at Hamilton Palace 
(YR xix) 

'M 

ir 
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Sonnets which concern events of historical significance. 

On the Death of His Majesty (George the Third) (MS III:v) 

Calais, August 15, 1802 (NIL I:v) 

Anticipation. October, I8O3 (NIL I:v) 

On a Celebrated Event in Ancient History (NIL II:i) 

Upon the same Event (NIL II:ii) 

A Prophecy. February, I8O7 (NIL II:iv) 

'In due observance of an ancient rite' (NIL II:xxiv) 

On the Final Submission of the Tyrolese (NIL II:xv) 

• 'The martial courage of a day is vain' (NIL II:xviii) 

On the Same Occasion (NIL II:xxxv) 

Occasioned by the Battle of V/aterloo, February, I8I6 
(NIL II:xii) 

Siege of Vienna Raised by John Sobieski (NIL II:xlii) 

Struggle of the Briton against the Barbarians (ES I:x) 

Saxon Conquest (ES I:xi) 

Danish Conquests (ES I:xxix) 

The Norman Conquest (ES I:xxxi) 

Crusades (ES I:xxxiv) 

Wars of York and Lancaster (ES II:xvi) 

Translation of the Bible (ES II:xxix) 

Revival of Popery (ES II:xxxiii) 

General View of the Troubles of the Reformation (ES II:xxxvi) 

Gunpowder Plot (ES II:xlii) 

Troubles of Charles the First (ES II:xliv) 

;'i| 
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Persecution of the Scottish Covenanters (ES III:vii) 

Acquittal of the Bishops (ES III:viii) 

Rural Ceremony (ES III:xxxii) 

'Said Secrecy to Cowardice and Fraud' (LO iii) 

At Bolgna, in Remembrance of the Late Insurrections, 1837 
(LO x) 

Sonnets v;hich concern events of personal significance. 

Composed on the Eve of the Marriage of a Friend in the Vale 
of Grasmere, 1812 (ES I:xxiii) 

After Visiting the Field of V/aterloo (TC v) 

'Return, Content! for fondly I pursued' (D xxvi) 

Journey Renewed (D xxviii) 

Catechising (ES III:xxii) 

Is? Sonnets which concern events of general significancê , 
— — 1 ^ — , — — I m^un I I I >M W l » l ^ « » • • • • * ! ! • • III • M M l • ! I « I M " I 1 - 1 W l I I f c l W I * — I * ' - * -

Tradition (D xxii) 

Sheep-washing (D xxiii) 

Recovery (ES I:vii) if 

Casual Incitement (ES I:xiii) 

Conversion (ES I:xvii) 

Dissolution of the Monasteries (ES II:xxi) 

Baptism (ES III:xx) 

Confirmation (ES III:xxiii) 

Confirmation Continued (ES III:xxiv) 

Sacrament (ES III:xxv) 

The Marriage Ceremony (ES III:xxvi) 
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Visitation of the Sick (ES III:xxviii) 

The Commination Service (ES III:xxix) 

Funeral Service (ES III:xxxi) 

Sonnets which concern ideas—general religious or spiritual 
' ' naLure*; \ 

Decay of Piety (MS I:xxii) 

Weak is the will of Man, his judgement blind' {¥iS I:xxxv) 

From the Same, To the Supreme Being {¥3 I:xxvi) 

'Desponding Father! mark this altered bough' (r̂S II:xxvi) 

'Intent on gathering wool from hedges and brake' 
(MS III:xxxvii) 

'While beams of orient light shoot wide and high' 
(MS III:xliii) 

'In my mind's eye a Temple, like a cloud' {IIS III:xliv) 

In the Cathedral at Cologne (TC viii) 

Continued—At the Convent of Camadoli (TI xvi) 

'Rest and Be Thankful' (At the Head of Glenroe) (YR xiii) 

Introduction (ES I:i) 

Conjectures (ES I:ii) 

Apology (ES I:xviii) 

'Praised be the Rivers, from their mountain springs' 
(ES II:xiii) 

Continued (from Dissolution of the Monasteries) (ES II:xxiii) 

The Point at Issue (ES II:xxx) 

Latitudinarianism (ES III:iv) 

Aspects of Christianity in America (ES III:xiii:i) 

'\m\ 
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Aspects of Christianity in America (ES III:xiv:ii) 

Aspects of Christianity in America (ES III:xv:iii) 

Forms of Prayer at Sea (ES III:xxx) 

Conclusion (ES III:xlvii) 

Sonnets which concern ideas about organized religion. 

Druidical Excommunication (ES I:iv) 

Temptations from Roman Refinements (ES I:viii) 

Dissensions (ES I:ix) 

Influence Abused (ES I:xxviii) 

Saxon Monasteries, and Lights and Shades of the Religion 
(ES I:xxiv) 

Missions and Travels (ES I:xxv) 

An Interdict (ES I:xxvi) 

Papal Abuses (ES I:xxxvii) 

Papal Dominion (ES I:xxxix) 

'From false assumption rose, and fondly hailed' (ES II:ii) 

'Deplorable his lot who tills the ground' (ES II:iv) 

Other Benefits (ES II:vi) 

Continued (ES II:vii) 

'As faith thus sanctified the warrior's crest' (ES II:ix) 

'Where long and deeply hath been fixed the root' (ES II:x) 

Transubstantiation (ES II:xi) 

Corruptions of the Higher Clergy (ES II:xviii) 

Abuse of Monastic Power (ES II:xix) 

Monastic Voluptuousness (ES II:xx) 

Iff 
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Apology (ES II:xxvi) 

Distractions (ES II:xli) 

Clerical Integrity (ES III:vi) 

The Liturgy (ES III:xix) 

Sonnets which concern ideas about the arts. 

'Here only pilot the soft breeze, the boat' (MS I:vii) 

'Scorn not the Sonnet; Critic, you have frowned' (MS II:i) 

'Not Love, not V/ar, nor the tumultuous sv/ell' (MS II:ix) 

On the Detraction which Follov/ed the Publication of a Certain 
Poem (MS I:xviii) 

'There is a pleasure in poetic pains' (MS II:xix) 

Conclusion. To . (MS II:xxxvii) 

'Though the bold wings of Poesy affect' (MS III:i) 

Valedictory Sonnet (MS III:xxix) 

Dedication (sent v/ith these poems, in ms. , To __) (TC) 

Hints for the Fancy (D xii) 

Fancy and Tradition (YR xxiii) 

Suggested by the foregoing (Mrs. Howard) (IP xl) 

'Most sweet it is with uplifted eyes' (IP xlviii) 

Sonnets which concern ideas about independence and liberty. 

'I grieved for Buonaparte, with a vain' (NIL I:iv) 

On the Extinction of the Venetian Republic (NIL I:vi) 

Thought of a Briton on the Subjugation of Sv/itzerland 
(NIL I:xii) 

'V/hen I have borne in memory v/hat has tamed' (NIL I:xvii) 
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October, I8O3 (NIL I:xviii) 

'There is a bondage worse, far worse, to bear' (NIL Irxix) 

'V/hat if our numbers barely could defy' (NIL I:xxiv) 

November, 1806 (NIL I:xxvii) 

'Go back to antique ages, if thine eyes' (NIL II:vi) 

Composed v/hile the Author was engaged in Writing of a Tract, 
occasioned by the Convention of Cintra (NIL III:vii) 

Composed at the Same Time and on the same Occasion (NIL II: 

Vlll) 

'Advance — come forth from thy Tyrolean ground' (NIL II:x) 

• 'Alas! what boots the long laborious quest' (NIL II:xii) 

'Avaunt all specious pliancy of mind' (NIL II:xxviii) 

1811 (NIL II:xxxiii) 
'Emperors, and Kings, how oft have temples rung' (NIL II: 

xliv) 

American Tradition (D xvi) 

Patriotic Sympathies (ES III:ii) 

In allusion to various recent Histories and Notices of the 
French Revolution (LO v) 

'Men of the Western World! in Fate's dark book' (LO viii) 

'Hard task! exclaim the undisciplined to Lean' (LO xi) 

'As leaves are to the tree whereon they glov/' (LO xii) 

'Young England--what is then become of Old' (LO xiii) 

'Feel for the wrongs to universal ken' (LO xiv) 

i 
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Sonnets which concern ideas about nature. 

'The world is too much with us; late and soon' (MS I:xxxiii) 
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'How sweet it is when mother Fancy rocks' (MS II:ii) j| 

'I watch, and long have watched, with calm regret' (I^ II:vi) 

'Those words were uttered as in pensive mood' (MiS II:xii) 

September, I8I5 (MS II:xiii) 

November 1 (MS II:xiv) 

'Hail, Twilight, sovereign of one peaceful hour!' (MS II:xxii) 

Composed on a May Morning, I838 (T/IS III:xxx) 

In a Carriage, upon the Banks of the Rhine (TC ix) 

If 
m 

Sonnets v/hich concern ideas about public affairs. 

'It is not to be thought of that the Flood' (NIL I:xvi) 

Obligations of Civil to Religious Liberty (ES III:x) 

Composed after reading a Newspaper of the Day (LO i) P 
' i 

'Who ponders National events shall find' (LO vi) 

'Is Death, when evil against good has fought' (PD iv) 

'Not to the object specially designed' (PD v) ^ j|̂  

'Before the world had past her time of youth' (PD vii) 

'Fit retribution, by the moral code' (PD viii) 

'Though to give timely warning and deter' (PD ix) 

'Yes, though He well may tremble at the sound' (PD xiii) 
Protest against the Ballot (SP xv) 

.qnnn̂ t.c; whiph concern ideas of a miscellaneous nature. 

To Sleep (MS I:xii) ^ 

From the Italian of Michael Angelo (MS I:xxiv) 

'Methought I saw the footsteps of a throne' (MS I:xviii:i) 
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'Fair Prime of Life! were it enough to guild' (MS II:v) 

Retirement (MS II:viii) 

'When haughty expectations prostrate lie' (MS II:xxi) 

'The most alluring clouds that mount the sky' (MS III:xxviii) 

Written in London, September, 1802 (NIL I:xiii) 

October, I8O3 (NIL I:xx) 

'O'er the wide earth, on mountain and on plain' (NIL II:xiv) 

'Say, what is Honour?— 'Tis the finest' (NIL II:xvii) 

'Whence that low voice?—A whisper from the- heart' (D xxi) 

After-thought (D xxxiv) 

'The pibroch's note, discountenanced or mute' (YR vii) 

Composed in the Glen of Loch Etive (YR viii) 

Persuasion (ES ILxvi) 

Other Influences (ES I:xx) 

Seclusion (ES I:xxi) 

Continued (ES I:xxii) 

'How soon?--alas! did Man, created pure' (ES II:i) 

Imaginative Regrets (ES II:xxvii) 

Reflections (ES II:xxviii) 

'Down a swift Stream, thus far, a bold design' (ES III:xii) 

Mutability (ES III:xxxiv) 

'Where lies the truth? has Man, in wisdom's creed' (EV xvi) 

'Why should the Enthusiast, journeying through this Isle' 
(IP ii) 

At Sea off the Isle of Man (IP xiii) 

-LL 
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'Desire we past illusions to recall?' (IP xiv) 

'Despond who will—I heard a voice exclaim' (IP xxii) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:i) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:ii) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:iii) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:iv) 

'Tenderly do we feel by Nature's law' (PD ii) 

'Our bodily life, some plead, that life the shrine' (PD x) 

'Ah, think how one compelled for life to abide' (PD xi) 

Apology (PD xiv) 

Sonnetŝ  v/hich concern emotional states. 

V/ritten in Early Youth (PWY ii) 

'Nuns fret not at their convent's narrow room' (MS I:i) 

To Sleep (MS I:xiii) 

Composed During a Storm (MS II:xv) 

At Bala-sala, Isle of Man (IP xx) 

'Beloved vale!' I said, 'when I shall con' (MS I:iii) 

To Sleep (MS I:xiv) 

On hearing the 'Ranz des Vaches' on the Top of Pass of St. 
Gothard (TC xxii) 

On being Stranded near the Harbour of Boulogne (TC xxxv) 

Thanksgiving after Childbirth (ES III:xxvii) 

Ejaculation (ES III:xlvi) 

Feelings of the Tyrolese (NIL II:xi) 
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Indignation of a high-minded Spaniard (NIL II:xxvii) 

'As indignation mastered grief, my tongue' (TL xxvi) 

'V/hy art thou silent! Is thy love a plant' (MS III:xxv) 

Uncertainty (ES I:v) 

The Forsaken (PFA xii) 

October, I803 (NIL I:xxii) 

Feelings of a Noble Biscayan at one of those Funerals 
(NIL II:xxv) 

Trepidation of the Druids (ES I:iii) 

Regrets (ES III:xxxiii) 

Fillial Piety (MS III:xxiii) 

Sonnets v/hich are miscellaneous. 

'I heard (alas! 'twas only in a dream)' (MiS II:vii) 

1811—'The power of Armies is a visible thing' (NIL II: 
xxxii) 

Echo, upon the Gemmi (TC xxxi) 

Address from the Spirit of Cockerm.outh Castle (IP vii) 

'Ye brood of Conscience—Spectres! that frequent' (PD vi) 

'V/hy, Minstrel, these untuneful murm.urings' (MS I:x) 

Congratulation (ES III:xxxvii) 

Afflictions of England (ES II:xlvi) 

'Four fiery steeds impatient of the rein' (1-3 II:xxx) 

Bruges (TC iii) 
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Sonnet Type Classification 

The classification of Wordsworth's sonnets according 

to form and rhyme scheme identifies them as to their sonnet 

types. It also shows the range of structures in which V/ords

worth was able to present his poetic observations. This wide 

range of types in turn indicates the poet's constant attempt 

to improve on the basic form of the sonnet by doing as much 

as possible within the limitations imposed by fourteen lines 

and the two general forms of the Italian and the English 

sonnet. 

The forms and rhyme schemes of these sonnets fall into 

five major patterns, four of which are based on either the 

Italian or the English form. Three of the five patterns may 

be divided into smaller groups of three patterns each. Sonnets 

v/hich follow the Italian form and rhyme scheme comprise the 

first major division. All of these poems are constructed on 

the basis of the octave and the sestet and use enclosed 

rhymes. Variations of the standard abba abba cdccdc or 

cdecde patterns appear in both the octave and the sestet 

and are classified according to where the variation occurs. 

The first smaller division of this group shov/s variations in 

the sestet v/hile the octave remains in the standard rhyme 

scheme. All the variations here are based on some combina

tion of c_ and d rhymes or c_, d, and e rhymes. In the other 

variation, both the octave and the sestet depart from the 

s 
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strict Italian pattern. The primary change is in the second 

quatrain of the octave with an acca scheme; the sestet in 

this case follows a rhyme scheme based on either d and e. 

rhymes or d, e., and f rhymes. There are also octave rhymes 

such as baab and cddc. In such instances, the sestet rhyme 

schemes follov/ assorted combinations of £, d, e., f, and £ 

rhymes depending on the octave pattern. 

The second major category contains sonnets v/hich 

follov/ the Italian form but use both the Italian enclosed 

rhymes and the English crossed rhymes. Here again, there 

are three divisions of the larger group. In the first divi

sion, both quatrains are in the English rhyme scheme abab 

abab or some other combination. The second division is 

made up of poems in which the first quatrain is in English 

rhymes and the second is in Italian so that the octave re

sembles this pattern or one similar to it: abab abba. In 

the final variation, the first quatrain is in the Italian 

enclosed rhyme and the second is in the English crossed 

rhyme: abba abab or other combinations. In each of the three 

groups, the remaining six lines of the sonnets are in sestet 

form, the rhyme scheme of which may be different combinations 

of £, ^j §.i and f rhymes. 

There are only tv/o of the five hundred and tv.'enty 

tv/o sonnets v/hich follov/ the strict English form of thi'ee 

quatrains and a rhymed couplet and also use the English 
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crossed rhymes. The two appear in the following patterns: 

abab cdcd efef ££ and abab caca dede ff. 

There are, however, many sonnets which follow the 

English form but use both Italian and English rhyme schemes. 

Sonnets in the first of the three groups under this heading 

vary only in that they have the Italian enclosed rhymes in 

each of the three quatrains. The first quatrain is always 

abba; the second may be abba, acca, or a reverse combination 

of any two of the three rhymes; the third is always a com

bination of £ and d rhymes or of d and e rhymes. In the next 

group there are two quatrains in the Italian rhyme and one 

in the English, Although the first two quatrains are usually 

Italian and the last is English, abba abba cdcd, the English 

quatrain may also be the first or the second—abab abba cddc 

o^ abba abab cddc. The last of these groups is composed of 

sonnets in which there are two English quatrains and one 

Italian. The respective positions of the three are the same 

as those of the previous group. 

In the final major category, the poems follow neither 

the English nor the Italian form. These sonnets may be composed 

in seven rhymed couplets, or two quatrains and two rhymed 

triplets, or in a number of other unusual patterns. 

Sonnets which follov/ the Italian sonnet fprin̂  and̂  r.ĥ '̂̂G schem,e. 

TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE SESTKT 

'Methought I saw the footsteps of a 
throne' (MS I:xviii) abba/abba cdc cdc 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 

"'Look nov7 on that Adventurer who hath 
paid' (NIL II:xxi) 

At the Eremite or Upper Convent of 
'• Camaldoli (TI xvii) 

Leaving Italy (TI xxv) 

Composed at Rydal on May Morning, 
1838 (TI xxvii) 

Flowers (D vi) 

To Faery Chasm (Dxi) 

To River Duddon (D xiv) 

The River Duddon (D xxxii) 

New Churches (ES III:xxxviii) 

'Homeward we turn. Isle of Columba's 
Cell' (IP xxxv) 

Concluded (LO vii) 

Recollection of the Portrait of King 
Henry the Eight, Trinity Lodge, 
Cambridge (MS III:iv) 

To a Painter (MS III:xxxii) 

'Hark! 'tis the Thrush, undaunted, 
undeprest' (MiS III:xxxiv) 

'V/hen I have borne in memory what 
has tamed' (NIL I:xvii) 

'And is it among rude untutored Dales' 
(NIL II:xiii) 

The River Duddon (D xxix) 

Archbishop Chichley to Henry V 
(ES li:xv) 

Monastic Voluptuousness (ES II:xx) 

OCTAVE 
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SESTET 

abba/abba cdc cdc 

abba/abba cde cde 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Apology (ES Ilrxxvi) 

Reflections (ES II:xxviii) 

Obligations of Civil to Religious 
Liberty (ES III:x) 

The Black Stones of lona 
(IP xxxiv) 

'Said Secrecy to Cowardice and Fraud' 
(LO iii) 

OCTAVE 

abba/abba 
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SESTET 

cde cde 

11 
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Variations of Italian sonnets—octave standard—sestet varied. 

'A valant Tribe of Bards on earth 
are found (MiS I:xxxiv) 

To Sleep (M^ I:xii) 

To Sleep (MS I:xiv) 

'With Ships the sea was sprinkled far 
and nigh' (MS I:xxxiii) 

'The world is too much with us. late 
and soon' {FiS I:xxxiii) 

'Those v/ords were uttered as is 
pensive mood' (MS II:xii) 

To the Lady Mary Lowther (MiS II:xvii) 

'The Shepherd, looking eastward, softly 
said' {y\S II:xx) 

'The stars are mansions built by 
Nature's hand' {VS II:xxv) 

'Though narrow be that old Man's 
cares, and near' (MS II:xxix) 

This and The Two Following Were 
Suggested by Mr. V/. Westall's 
Views of the Caves, etc.. in 
Yorkshire (T-̂  II:xxxiii) 

abba/abba cdc odd 

cdc dcd 
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TITLE or FIRST T.TMF. 

Malham Cove (MS II:xxxiv) 

Composed Upon V/estminster Bridge, 
September 3, 1802 (MiS II:xxvi) 

'Though the bold wings of Poesy affect' 
(MS III:i) 

In the Woods of Rydal (MS III:xi) 

'When Philoctetes in the Lemnian isle' 
(MS III:xii) 

Calais, August, 1802 (NIL I:ii) 

'Go back to antique ages, if thine eyes' 
(NIL II:vi) 

Hofer (NIL II:ix) 

Occasioned by the Battle of V/aterloo 
February 1816 (NIL II:xliii) 

'Emperors and Kings, how oft have temples 
rung' (NIL II:xliv) 

The River Duddon (D ii) 

The Plain of Donnerdale (D xx) 

On the Sight of a Manse in the South 
of Scotland (YR iv) 

The Council of Clermont (ES I:xxxiii) 

Papal Dominion (ES I:xxxix) 

Transubstantiation (ES II:xi) 

'V/hy should the Enthusiast, journeying 
through this Isle' (IP ii) 

Personal Talk (PSR XIII:ii) 

'Blest Statesman He, whose mind 
unselfish will' (LO iv) 

OCTAVE 

148 

SESTET 

abba/abba cdc dcd 

^ X 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'Feel for the wrongs to universal ken' 
(LO xiv) 

Author's Voyage down the Rhine 
(SP xii) 

OCTAVE 

149 

SESTET 

abba/abba cdc dcd 

On a Portrait of I. F. (Isabella Fenwick), 
Painted by Margaret Gillies 
(SP xvii) 

'V/hen Severn's sweeping Flood had 
overthrown' (SP xix) 

'There is a little unpretending Rill' 
(MS I:vi) 

On the Detraction which Followed the 
Publication of a Certain Poem 
(MS I:xviii) 

'I heard (alas! 'twas only in a dream)' 
{V3 II:vii) 

'When haughty expectations prostrate lie' 
(M̂  II:xxi) 

Captivity.—Mary Queen of Scots 
{lis II:xxvii) 

1830 'Chatsworth...' (MS III:xxi) 

^ To Toussaint L'Overture (NIL I:viii) 

The Last Supper, by Leonardo da Vinci 
in the Refectory of the Convent of 
Maria della Grazia—Milan (TC 
xxvi) 

'Near Anio's stream I spied a gentle 
Dove' (TI x) 

'Sole listener, Duddon! to the breeze 
that played' (D viii) 

'V/hat aspect bore the Man who roved 
or fled,' (D viii) 

'Return, Content! for fondly I pursued' 
(D xxvi) 

cdc ddc 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Monks and Schoolmen (ES II:v) 

Laud (ES II:xiv) 

Aspects of Christianity in America 
(ES III:xv:iii) 

In the Channel, betv/een the Coast of 
Cumberland and the Isle of Man 
(IP xii) 

'Men of the V/estern World! in Fate's dark 
book (LO viii) 

'Nun's fret not at their convents.,.' 
(MS I:i) 

'Pelion and Ossa flourish side by side' 
(MS I:v) 

'Four fiery steeds impatient of the rein' 
(MS II:xxx) 

Composed on the Banks of a Rocky Stream 
(MS II:xxxii) 

Gordale (MS II:xxxv) 

On the Death of His Majesty (George the 
Third) (MS III:v) 

June, 1820 (MS III:vi) 

Roman Antiquities Discovered at 
Bishopstone, Herefordshire 
(MS III:xx) 

The French and Spanish Guerillas 
(NIL II:xxx) 

18] l--'The pov/er of the Armies is a 
. visible thing' (NIL II:xxxii) 

'From this deep chasm, v/here quivering 
sunbeams play' (D xv) 

In the Sound of Mull (YR x) 

OCTAVE 
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SESTET 

abba/abba cdc ddc 

odd ccd 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE 

Introduction: 'I, who accompanied 
with faithful pace' 
(ES I:i) 

The Same Subject (fr. Dissolution of 
the Monasteries) (ES II:xxii) 

'I saw the figure of a lovely Maid' 
(ES III:i) 

Aspects of Christianity in America 
(ES III:i) 

On the Frith of Clyde. In a Steamboat 
(IP xxiv) 

Upon the late General Fast. March, 1832 
(LO ii) 

The Widow on V/indermere Side 
(PFA iii) 

'Beloved vale!' I said, 'when I shall 
con...' (MS I:ii) 

V/ritten Upon A Blank Leaf in "The 
Complete Angler" (M̂  I:xvi) 

To S. H. (MS I:xx) 

Composed on the Eve of the Marriage of 
a Friend in the Vale of Grasmere, 
1812 (I'iS I:xxiii) 

V/here lies the Land to which yon ship 
must go' (MS I:xxxi) 

'Fly, some kind Harbinger, to Grasmeredale' 
{m xvi) 

'The martial courage of a day is vain' 
(NIL II:xviii) 

'Not envying Latian shades—if yet they 
throw' (D i) 
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•TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'Take, cradled Nursling of the 
mountain, take' (D iv) 

Seathwaite Chapel (D xviii) 

'Fallen, and diffused into a shapeless 
heap' •(D xxvii) 

'The Kirk of Ulpha to that pilgrim's 
eye' (D xxxi) 

Conclusion (D xxxiii) 

After thought (D xxxiv) 

Fancy and Tradition (YR xxiii) 

Personal Talk (PSR XIII:iv) 

'As faith thus sanctified the warrior's 
crest' (ES II:ix) 

The Liturgy (ES III:xix) 

Regrets (ES III:xxxiii) 

To the Pennsylvanians (LO ix) 

Concluded. At Bologna, (LO XII:iii) 

Composed on a May Morning, I838 
(MS III:xxx) 

Crusades (ES I:xxxiv) 

American Tradition (D xvi) 

The Resting-place (D xxiv) 

Walton's Book of Lives (ES III:v) 

Pastoral Character (ES III:xviii) 

Rural Ceremony (ES III:xxxii) 

Conclusion (PÎ  xiii) 

OCTAVE 
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abba/abba cdd cdc 

cdd cdd 

ccd ede 
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TITLE bt FIRST LINE 

Cranmer (ES II:xxxv) 

Glad Tidings (ES I:xiv) 

'Desire we past illusions to recall?' 
(IP xiv) 

At Furness Abbey (MS III:xlvii) 

Composed by the Sea-side, near Calais, 
August, 1802 (NIL I:i) 

'Alas! what boots the long laborious 
quest' (NIL II:xii) 

Hints for the Fancy (D xii) 

Return (D xvii) 

Conjectures (ES I:ii) 

Druidical Excommunication (ES I:iv) 

Danish Conquests (ES I:xxix) 

Continued (from Dissolution) (ES II:xxiii) 

Revival of Popery (ES II:xxxiii) 

Greenock (IP xxxvi) 

Fair Prime of life! v/ere it enough to 
guild' (MS II:v) 

'Brook! whose society the Poet seeks' 
(MS II:xxxi) 

'Great men have been among us; hands 
.that penned' (NIL I:xv) 

The Fall of the Aar-Handec 
(TC xiii) 

Apology (ES I:xviii) 

Primitive Saxon Clergy (ES I:xix) 

OCTAVE 
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SESTET 

abba/abba ccd eed 

cdc dee 

cdc ede 

cdc eed 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Abuse of Monastic Power (ES Ilrxix) 

Charles the Second (ES III:iii) 

September, I8I5 (MS II:xiii) 

Calais, August 15, 1802 (NIL I:v) 

Written in London, September, 1802 
(NIL I:xiii) 

London, 1802 (NIL I:xiv) 

Temptations from Roman Refinements 
(ES I:viii) 

Imaginative Regrets (ES II:xxvii) 

Translation of the Bible (ES II:xxix) 

Composed Near Calais, on the Road 
Leading to Andres, August 7, 
1802 (NIL I:iii) 

'From the dark chambers of dejection 
freed' (I^ II:iv) 

Retirement (r̂  II:viii) 

New Churchyard (ES III:xli) 

To the River Derwent (IP v) 

'The fairest, brightest, hues of 
ether fade' (MS I:viii) 

Spanish Guerillas (NIL II:xxxi) 

'Methinks 'twere no unprecedented 
feat' (D xxv) 

The Point at Issue (ES II:xxx) 

Edward Signing the Warrant for the 
Execution of Joan of Kent 
(ES II:xxxii) 

OCTAVE 

abba/abba 
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cdc eed 

cdd ece 

cdd ede 

cdd eec 

cde eed 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 

General View of the Troubles of the 
Reformation (ES II:xxxvi) 

Distractions (ES II:xli) 

To Cordelia M , Hallsteads, 
Ullswater [IP xlvii) 

At Bologna, in Remembrance of the Late 
Insurrections, 1837 (LO x:i) 

Sonnet. Composed at Castle 

(TS iii) 

September 1, 1802 (NIL I:ix) 

Bruges (TC iii) 
On hearing the 'Ranz des Vaches' on 

the Top of Pass of St. Gothard 
(TC xxii) 

'How shall I paint thee?—Be this 
naked stone' (D iii) 

Waldenses (ES II:xiv) 

Afflictions of England (ES II:xlvi) 

Patriotic Sympathies (ES III:ii) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:i) 

November 1 (MS II:xiv) 

Anticipation. October, 1803 (NIL I:xxvi) 

After Visiting the Field of Waterloo 
(TC v) 

Between Namur and Liege (TC vi) 

Plea for the Historian (TI vi) 

Alfred (ES I:xxvi) 

Richard I (ES I:xxxv) 

OCTAVE 

abba/abba 
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cde eed 

cde dec 

cde eed 



OCTAVE 

abba/abba 

156 

SESTET 

cde eed 

TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Latimer and Ridley (ES II:xxxiv) 

Clerical Integrity (ES III:vi) 

The Mpnument commonly called Long 
Meg and her Daughters, near 
the River Eden (IP xliii) 

Personal Talk (PSR xiii:iii) 

Gunpowder Plot (ES II:xlii) 

Illustration (ES II:xliii) 

Variations of Italian sonnets—octave varied—sestet varied. 

Composed in Roslin Chapel during 
a storm (YR v) 

Continued (from Seclusion) (ES I:xxii) 

The V/idow on V/indermere Side 
(PFA xxxiii:i) 

'Aerial Rock—v/hose solitary brow' 
• {m I:xi) 

'Surprised with joy—impatient as the 
wind' (MS I:xxvii) 

'Even so for me a vision sanctified' 
(MiS I:xxix) 

'How sweet it is when mother Fancy 
rocks' (MS II:ii) 

'Even as a dragon's eye that feels the 
stress' (MS II:xxiv) 

'Desponding Father! mark this altered 
bough' (MS II:xxvi) 

Sonnet. In the Pass of Killicranky 
(TS xiv) 

abba/acca dde ded 

ded dde 

ded ede \§. 

On the Extinction of the Venetian 
Republic (NIL l:vi) 



•TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE 

•It is not to be thought of that 
the Flood' (NIL I:xvi) 

'There is a bondage worse, far worse 
to bear' (NIL I:xix) 

To the Men of Kent. October, 1803 
(NIL I:xxiii) 

November I8O6 (NIL I:xxvii) 

The Germans on the Heights of Hochheim 
(NIL II:xxxvii) 

Fish-women. On landing at Calais 
(TC i) 

The Pine of Monte I^rio at Rome 
(TI ii) 

Continued.—At the Convent of Camaldoli 
(TI xvi) 

Open Prospect (D xiii) 

William the Third (ES III:ix) 

Sacheverel (ES III:xi) 

•Bishops and Priests, blessed are 
ye, if deep' (ES III:xvi) 

Baptism (ES III:xx) 

In Sight of the Town of Cockermouth 
(IP vi) 

Cave of Staffa. After the Crowd had 
departed (IP xxix) 

Monuir.ent of Mrs, Howard (by Nollekens) 
(IP xxxix) 

Sonnet. To an Octogenarian (Misc. P viii) 

Protest against the Ballot (SP xv) 
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•TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE SESTET 

Conclusion. To . (MS II:xxxvii) abba/acca ded eed 

The King of Sweden (NIL I:vii) 

October, I8O3 (NIL I:xx) 

'England! the time is come when thou 
shouldst wean' (NIL I:xxi) 

Composed by the Side of Grasmere Lake 
(NIL II:v) 

'By Moscow self-devoted to a blaze' 
(NIL II:xxxvi) 

November, I8I3 (NIL II:xxxviii) 

After Landing—the Valley of Dover, 
November 1820 (TC xxxvi) 

Sheep-washing (D xxiii) 

Suggested by a View from an Eminence in 
Inglewood Forest (YR xxi) 

Saxon Monasteries, and Lights and Shades 
of the Religion (ES I:xxiv) 

Places of Worship (ES III:xvii) 

Sacrament (ES III:xxv) 

Church to be Erected (ES III:xxxix) 

'Adieu, Rydalian Laurels! that have 
grown' (IP i) 

'Grief, thou hast lost an ever-ready friend' 
'(MS I:xix) ^^^ ̂ ^^ 

October, I803 (NIL I:xviii) 

•Advance—come forth from thy Tyrolean 
ground' (NIL II:x) 

•Sav what is Honour? —•Tis the finest' 
•"' (NIL II:xvii) 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'Avaunt all specious pliancy of mind' 
(NIL II:xxviii) 

1811 (NIL Iltxxxiii) 

Tributary Stream (D xix) 

'Who swerves from innocence, who makes 
divorce' (D xxx) 

The Trosachs (YR vi) 

The Avon. A Feeder of the Annan. 
(YR xx) 

Saxon Conquest (ES I:xi) 

An Interdict (ES I:xxxvi) 

Crusaders (ES II:viii) 

'Where long and deeply hath been fixed 
the root' (ES II:x) 

The Marriage Ceremony (ES III:xxvi) 

Ejaculation (ES III:xlvi) 

Tynwald Hill (IP xxi) 

lona. Upon Landing (IP xxxiii) 

Composed after reading a Newspaper of 
the Day (LO i) 

Valedictory Sonnet (MS III:xxix) 

'Whence that low voice?—A whisper from 
the heart' (D xxi ) 

Journey Renewed (D xxviii) 

Dissensions (ES I:ix) 

Missions and Travels (ES I:xxv) 

OCTAVE 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 
' i- I i r - 1 1 1 . . _ _ _ 

Cisterian Monastery (ES II:iii) 

On the Same Occasion (The French 
Army in Russia I8l2-l8l2) 
(NIL II:xxv) 

Occasioned by the Battle of Waterloo 
February, I8l6 (NIL II:xli) 

Siege of Vienna Raised by John 
Sobieski, February 1816 
(NIL II:xlii) 

Feelings of a French Royalist, on the 
Disinterment of the Remains of 
the Duke d'Enghien (NIL II:xl) 

In the Cathedral at Cologne 
(TC viii) 

The Stepping Stones (D ix) 

Picture of Daniel in the Lion's Den, 
at Hamilton Palace (YR xix) 

Continued (from Other Benefits) 
.(ES II:vii) 

Nun's Well, Brigham (IP viii) 

A Poet to his Grandchild, Sequel to 
'A Plea for Authors (SP xvi) 

Oxford, May 30, 1820 (MS III:iii) 

'Is there a power that can sustain 
and cheer' (NIL II:xxii) 

Before the Picture of the Baptist, by 
Raphael, in the Gallery at 
Florence (TI xx) 

Trepidation of the Druids (ES I:iii) 

On entering Douglas Day, Isle of Man 
(IP xv) 

Apology {PD xiv) 

OCTAVE 

bba/acca 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE 

'I find it written of Simonides' 
(SoP ix) 

At Applethwaite, Near Keswick 
. (MS I:lv) 

Composed in One of the Valleys of 
Westmoreland, on Easter Sunday 
(MS I:xxi) 

'Change me, some God, into that 
breathing rose!' (D vii) 

'Hail, Zaragoza! If with unwet eye' 
(NIL II:xvi) 

To the River Greta, near Kiswick 
(IP iv) 

Uncertainty (ES I:v) 

Catechising (ES III:xxii) 

Emigrant French Clergy (ES III:xxxvi) 

From the Same (Michael Angelo) 
• (MS I:xxv) 

Edward VI (ES II:xxxi) 

English Reformers in Exile (ES II:xxxvii) 

Latitudinarianism (ES III:iv) 

The Comjnination Service (ES III:xxix) 

Inside of King's College Chapel. 
Cambridge (ES III:xliii) 

Continued (Churches to be Erected) 
(ES III:xl) 

'Mark the concentred hazels that enclose' 
(MS II:x) 

A Parsonage in Oxfordshire (MS HI:vii) abba/acca 

The Oak of Guernica (NIL II:xxvi) 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE OCTAVE SESTET 

The Virgin (ES II:xxv) abba/acca dee ffd 

'There is a pleasure in poetic pains' 
(MS II:xlx) def def 

'Hail, Twilight, sovereign of one 
peaceful hour!' (IAS II:xxi) 

'Lo! where she stands fixed in a saint
like trance' (MiS III:xxi) 

In a Carriage, upon the Banks of the 
Rhine (TC ix) 

At Rome.—Regrets—In allusion to 
Niebuhr, and other modern historians 
(TI iv) 

•,n\-

I 
I 

Recovery (ES I:vii) 

Funeral Service (ES III:xxxi) 

To I. F. (SP xviii) 

The V/idow on Windermere Side ^^^ i 
(PFA xxxiii:ii) f 

Upon the Sight of a Beautiful 
Picture (MS I:ix) 

'It is a beauteous evening, calm 
and free' (MS I:xxx) 

St. Catherine of Ledbury (MS II:xxviii) 

To the Author's Portrait (MS III:xxiv) 

Feelings of a Noble Biscayan at one of 
those Funerals (NIL II:xxv) 

Suggested at Tyndrum in a Storm (YR xi) 

Persuasion (ES I:xvi) 

Other Benefits (ES II:vi) 

Mutability (ES III:xxxiv) 

Old Abbeys (ES III:xxxv) 

% 



•TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Congratulation (ES III:xxxvii) 

Conclusion (ES III:xlvii) 

Address from the Spirit of Cockermouth 
Castle (IP vii) 

To the Memory of Raisley Calvert 
(MS I:xxxvi) 

Composed at the Same Time and on the 
same Occasion (NIL II:viii) 

'Call not the royal Swede unfortunate' 
(NIL II:xx) 

il 

• Aix-La-Chapelle (TC vii) 

'Rest and Be thankful' (At the Head 
of Glenroe) (YR xiii) 

Wicliffe (ES II:xvii) 

The Same (Eminent Reformers) (ES II:xl) 

Elizabeth (ES II:xxxviii) 

Troubles of Charles the First (ES II:xliv) 

Confirmation Continued (ES III:xxiv) 

Continued (Inside of King's College...) 
(ES III:xlv) 

Mary Queen of Scots (IP x) 

Steamboats, Viaducts, and Railways 
(IP xiii) 

Upon the Same Event (NIL II:ii) 

'Deplorable his lot who tills the 
ground' (ES I:iv) 

Corruptions of the Higher Clergy 
(ES II:xviii) 

OCTAVE 
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TITLE or F^RST LINE 

Wars of York and Lancaster 
(ES II:svi) 

Visitation of the Sick (ES III:xxviii) 

To the Poet, John Dyer (MS I:xvii) 

Bruges. (TC ii) 

The Source of the Danube (TC xi) 

Canute (ES I:xxx) 

Saints (ES II:xxiv) 

Eminent Reformers (ES II:xxxix) 

To the Torrent at the Devil's Bridge, 
North Wales, 1824 (̂S III:x) 

'In my mind's eye a Temple, like 
a cloud' (MS III:xliv) 

Conversion (ES I:xvii) 

Seclusion (ES I:xxi) 

To the Earl of Lonsdale (IP xiv) 

Composed among the Ruins of a Castle 
in North Wales (MS III:viii) 

Illustrated Books and Newspapers 
(PFA xiv) 

Cave of Staffa (IP xxviii) 

'A Poet!—He hath put heart to 
school' (MS III:xxvii) 

Bothwell Castle (YR xviii) 

The Brownie (YR xvi) 

Monastery of Old Bangor (ES I:xii) 

OCTAVE 

abba/bccb 

abba/cddc 
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Variations of Italian sonnets—Italian form—English and 
rcaj-j,an' rnvme ggFTeme": BoXTT quatraihs" of""oct'ave' 'in 
EngiisTT rnyme—̂ "̂̂ stTet Italian, 

TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'How.^soon—alas' did Man, created 
pure' (ES II:i) 

To Lucca Giordano (EV xiv) 

Confirmation (ES III:xxiii) 

On a Portrait of the Duke of V/ellington 
upon the Field of V/aterloo, 
by Haydon (MS III:xxix) 

'Most sweet it is with uplifted 
eyes' (IP xlviii) 

OCTAVE 

abab/abab 

abab/baba 

abab/caca 

abab/cbcb 

abab/cdcd 

SESTET 

cde cde 

cdd ccd 

ded fef 

ded ffe 

efe ffe 

Variations of Italian sonnets—Italian form—first quatrain 
of octave in English rhyme: second quatrain of octave 
in Italian rhvme. 

'With how sad steps, 0 Moon, thou 
clim.b'st the sky' (MS II:xxiii) 

On approaching the Staub-bach. 
Lauterbrunnen (TC xii) 

Continued (In allusion,..) (LO vi) 

'Ye brook of Conscience—Spectres! 
that frequent' (PD iii) 

'They called Thee Merry England, 
in old time' (IP iii) 

'Coldly we spake. The Saxons, 
overpowered' (ES I:xxxii) 

'Weak is the will of Man, his 
judgement blind' (MS I:xxxv) 

Thanksgiving after Childbirth 
(ES III:xxvii) 

'Despond who will—I heard a voice 
exclaim' (IP xxii) 

abab/acca 

abab/abba cdc ddc 

cdd cdc 

cde cde 

dde fef 

dde ffe 

def efd 

abab/baab cdc dcd 

cdc ddc 



TITLE or FIRST T.TWT̂  

'Down a swfit Stream, thus far, a 
bold design' (ES III:xii) 

OCTAVE 

abab/baab 

To (MS III:xv) 

Acquittal of the Bishops (ES III:viii) 

Dedication. To . (MS I) 

The River Eden, Cumberland 
(IP xxxviii) 

Suggested by the View of Lancaster 
Castle (on the Road from the 
South) (PD i) 

At the Convent of Camaldoli 
(TI XV) 

Hart's-horn Tree, near Penrith 
(YR xxii) 

'Before the world had past her 
time of youth' (PD vii) 

At Rome (TI iii) 

'From false assumption rose, and 
fondly hailed' (ES II:ii) 

abab/bccb 
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cdd ece 

cde eed 
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Variations of Italian sonnets—Italian form.—first quatrain 
of octave in Italian rhvm.e: second quatrain of octave 
in English rhym̂ e. 

lona (IP xxxii) 

'Why art thou silent! Is thv love 
a plant' (MS III:xxv) 

Composed while the Author was 
engaged in Writing of a Tract, 
occasioned by the Convention of 
Cintra (NIL II:vii) 

1801 (NIL I:iv) 

abba/abab cdd ece 

cdc ede 

cdc eed 

cdd cdc 



OCTAVE 

abba/abab 

abba/ acac 

TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'Wansfell! this Household has a 
favoured lot' (MS III:xlii) 

Aspects of Christianity in 
America (ES III:xiv:ii) 

To the Planet Venus (MS III:xli) 

To the Rev. Christopher V/ordsworth, 
D.D., Master of Harrow School 
(MS III:xl) 

Highland Hut (YR xiv) 

Continued, (After Leaving Italy) 
(TI xxvi) 

'Proud were ye, Mountains, when, 
in times of old' (MS III:xlvi) abba/baba 

The Earl of Breadalbane's Ruined 
Mansion, and Family Burial-Place, 
near Killin (YR xii) 

Composed After a Journey Across 
the Hambleton Hills, Yorkshire 
(MS II:xi) 

Flowers on the Top of the Pillars 
at the Entrance of the Cave 

'Intent on gathering wool from hedge 
and brake' (MS III:xxxvii) 

Persecution of the Scottish 

Covenanters (ES III:vii) 

On Revisiting Dunolly Castle 

At Dover (TC xxxviii) 

abba/caca 
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Sonnets which follow English form and,rhyme scheme. 

TITLE or FIRST LINE QUATRAINS COUPLET 

Sonnet, on seeing Miss Helen Maria 
Williams weep at a tale of 

. Distress (SP ii) abab/cdcd/efef gg 

'The most alluring clouds that 
mount the sky' (MS III:xxviii)abab/caca/dede ff 

Variations of English sonnets—English form—Italian rhyme, 

'V/hy should we weep or mourn, 
Angelic boy' (EEP ix) 

Admonition (M̂  I:ii) 

'Here only pilot the soft breeze, 
the boat' (MS I:vii) 

The Wild Duck's Nest (MS I:xv) 

From the Same, To the Supreme 
Being (MS I:xxvi) 

Fillial Piety (MS III:xxiii) 

'V/hat if our num.bers barely could 
defy' (NIL II:xv) 

On the Final Subm.ission of the 
Tyrolese (NIL II:xv) 

Dedication (sent with these poems, 
in ms,, to ) (TO) 

At Rome (TI vii) 

Reproof (ES I:xxiii) 

The Norman Conquest (ES I:xxxvii) 

Scene in Venice (ES I:xxxviii) 

Disso-lution of the Monasteries 
(ES II:xxi) 

abba/abba/cddc ee 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

'Why, Minstrel, these tuneful 
murmurings—' (MS I:x) 

To the Cuckoo (MS III:xiv) 

QUATRAINS 
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COUPLET 

abba/acca/deed ff 

To Rotha Q (MS III:xviii) 

A Tradition of Oker Hill in 
Darley Dale, Derbyshire 
(MS III:xxii) 

'Tis He whose yester-evening's 
high disdain' (MS III:xxxv) 

•V/hile beams of orient light 
shoot wide and high' (MS III:xliiiJ 

October, I8O3 (NIL I:xxii) 

On a Celebrated Event in Ancient 
History (NIL II:i) 

To Thomas Clarkson, on the Final 
Passing of the Bill for the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade. 

• March, I8O7 (NIL II:iii) 

A Prophecy. February, I8O7 
(NIL II:iv) 

'Brave Shill! by death delivered, 
take thy flight' (NIL II:xix) 

Indignation of a high-minded 
Spaniard, I8IO (NIL II:xxvii) 

1810 (NIL II:xxix) 

Tradition (D xxii) 

Countess' Pillar (YR xxiv) 

Struggle of the Britons against 
the Barbarians (ES l:x) 

Casual Incitement (ES I:xiii) 

Paulinus (ES I:xv) 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE QUATRAINS COUPLET 

The Vaudois (ES II:xii) abba/acca/deed ff 

Sponsors (ES III:xxi) 

Cathedrals (ES III:xlii) 

To a Friend (IP ix) 

Isle of Man (IP xvii) 

Isle of Man (IP xviii) 

At Bala-sala, Isle of Man 

(IP XX) 

The Dunolly Eagle (IP xxvi) 

Cave of Staffa (IP xxx) 
•There!• said a Stripling, pointing 

with meet pride' (IP xxxvii) 

•Not to the object specially 
designed' (PD v) 

'Though to give timely warning 
and deter' (PD ix) 

'Ah, think how one compelled for 
life to abide' (PD xi) 

At Florence,—From Michael Angelo 
(TI xxii) abba/bccb/deed ff 

Variations of English sonnets--English form—twp_ ojuatrains 
Italian rhyme, one Quatrain English rhyme. 

Decay of Piety (IS I:xxii) abba/abba/cdcd ee 

At Albano (TI ix) 

Eagles (YR ix) 

•Praised be the Rivers, from their 
Mountain Springs' (ES II:xiii) 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

Suggested by the foregoing 
(IP xl) 

Continued (from Bologna) 
(LO xi) 

'Young England—what is then 
become of Old' (LO xiii) 

'The Roman Consul doomed his sons 
to die' (PD iii) 

•Is Death, when evil against good 
has fought' (PD iv) 

On the Departure of Sir Walter 
Scott from Abbotsford, for 
Naples (YR ii) 

•Scorn not the Sonnet; Critic, 
you have frowned' 
(FiS .II:i) 

The Infant M M. 
(r/!S Ill:xvi) 

'O'er the wide earth, on mountain 
and on plain' (NIL II:xiv) 

'In due observance of an ancient 
rite' (NIL II:xxiv) 

Echo, upon the Gemmi (TC xxxi) 

Sky-prospect—From the Plain of 
France (TC xxxiv) 

On being Stranded near the Harbour 
of Boulogne (TC xxxv) 

Near Rome, in sight of St. Peter's 
(TI viii) 

The same subject (The Stepping-
stones) (D x) 
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QUATRAINS COUPLET 

abba/abba/cdcd ee 

abba/baab/cdcd ee 

abba/acca/dede ff 
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TITLE or FIRST LINE 
' — - II - - 11 . ,1 . I 11 I 

'The pibroch's note, discountenanced 
or mute' (YR vii) 

Persecution (ES I:vi) 

Other Influences (ES I:xx) 

His Descendants (ES I:xxvii) 

The Same (Inside King's College) 
(ES III:Xliv) 

By the Sea-shore, Isle of Man 
:'. (IP xvi) 

\ 'Tenderly do we feel by Nature's 
law' (PD ii) 

'See the condemned alone within his 
cell' (PD xii) 

On the Same Subject (To a Painter) 
(MS III:xxxii) 

Composed in the Glen of Loch Etive 
(YR viii) 

At Sea off the Isle of Man 
(IP xiii) 

QUATRAINS COUPLET 

abba/acca/dede ff 

abba/cddc/efef gg 

abba/baba/cddc ee 

abba/acac/deed ff 
To , in her Seventieth Year 

TMS III:xvii) 

At Furness Abbey (MS III:xlviii) 

Near the Lake of Thrasymene 
(TI xii) 

•Where lies the truth? has Man, 
in wisdom's creed' (EV xvi) 

In Lombardy (TI xxiv) 

Forms of Prayer at Sea 
(ES III:xxx) 

A Plea for Authors (MS III:xxxviii) abab/abba/cddc 

abba/caca/deed ff 

!! 

ee 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

A Place of Burial in the South of 
Scotland (YR iii) 

A Tradition of Oker Hill in Darley 
' Dale. Derbyshire (MS III: 
xxii) 

Lowther (IP xliv) 

To the Planet Venus, an Evening 
Star (YR xvii) 

QUATRAINS 
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COUPLET 

abab/abba/cddc ee 

abab/acca/deed ff 

abab/bccb/deed ff 

tM 

Variations of English sonnets—English form—two quatrains 
English rhyme, one quatrain Italian rhyme. 

'Oh what a V/reck! how changed in 
mien and speech!' 
(M̂  III:xxxvi) 

Our bodily life, some plead, that 
life the shrine (PD x) 

On the Projected Kendal and 
Windermere Railway 
(FiS III:xiv) 

Nunnery (IP xii) 

To the Ladv E.B. and the Hon. 
Miss P. (MS III:ix) 

'Who but is pleased to watch the 
moon on high' (EV xv) 

Near the same Lake (TI xiii) 

Roman Antiquities (YR xxv) 

From the Alban Hills, looking 
towards Rome (TI xi) 

Continued (At Rome,—Regrets ) 
(TI v) 

At Florence,—From Michael Angelo 
(TI xxi) 

abab/abba/cdcd 

abab/bccb/dede 

ee 

ff 

abab/abab/cddc ee 

abab/baba/cddc ee 

abab/bcbc/deed ff 

abab/cdcd/deed ff 

abba/abab/cdcd ee 

abba/bcbc/dede ff 

abba/caca/dede ff 



TITLE or FIRST LINE 

In the Frith of Clyde, Ailsa Crag. 
During an Ecliose of the 
Sun, July 17. ̂  (IP xxiii) 

QUATRAINS 
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COUPLET 

abba/cdcd/efef gg 

Miscellaneous sonnets—varied form and rhyn̂ e scheme, 

TITLE or FIRST LINE 
— — i M ^ W M i ^ r w ^ — — ^ j . ^ ^ i u n a i i — w i iw ^ m — i — — — ^ — 

In allusion to various recent 
Histories and Notices of the 
French Revolution (10 v) 

The Town of Schwytz (TC xxi) 

•Ah! where is Palafox? Nor 
tongue nor pen' 
(NIL II:xxiii) 

•Not Love, not V/ar, nor the 
tumultuous swell' 
(MS II:ix) 

V/ritten in Early Youth (PV/Y ii) 

Extract (PV/Y i:i) 

From the Italian of Michael Angelo 
(MS I:xxiv:i) 

The Forsaken (PFA xii) 

At Florence (TI xix) 

By a Retired Mariner, A Friend 
of the Author (IP xix) 

Thought of a Briton on the 
Subjugation of Switzerland 
(NIL I:xii) 

Oxford, May 30, 1820 (MS III:ii) 

RHYT-ffi SCHEME 

abab / aaba / cde cde 

abba / abba / cda cdc 

abba / abba / ccd efe 

abba / abba / cde ded 

abba / acca / cc dd ad 

aa bb cc dd ee ff gg 

abab cc b dd efffe 

abab ccc dede fff 

abba / baab / cddc eb 

abba/aac dec de aa 

abba / acca / dda eea 

abba/abba/ cc dede 

A Gravestone upon the Floor in the 
Cloisters of V/orcester Cathe- , , . ̂^ , , ,̂  
dral (MS III:xix) abba/abba/ cc dede 
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^̂ ^̂ ^̂ -̂̂ ^̂ -̂ ^̂ Ŝ î INE RHg-iE SCHEIE 

'While Anna's peers and early play
mates tread' (MS III-vT-iT) ^KK^ / uu / 

\iio iiLxiii; abba/abba/ cc dede 
To B. R. Haydon, on Seeing his 

Picture of Napoleon Buonaparte 
?fj^'tlj?,lsland of St , Helena 
(I.S III: xxvi) abba/acca/ dd effe 

^\^\^\k. 
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bo'>. CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

Several characteristics of technique appear consis

tently in Wordsworth's sonnets. One of the most outstanding 

of these is the frequency with which he used words that with 

alteration of vowels or consonants may be scanned as a part 

of a tv/o-syllable foot, but which without alteration require 

a three-syllable scansion of the foot. The method of alte

ration he used most frequently is synaeresis. There are 

many examples similar to the following in the sonnets v/hich 

have been analyzed: 
V - » — . V — - V ^ — v^ U 1 

Amid/obl i /v ious v/eeds./ 'O Come/to me; and, 
U — K) ^- KJ U — KJ — 2 

Have sight/of Pro/teus ris/ing from/the sea; and, 
U — / ^ — / KJ — U _ v j — 3 

Some ca/sual shout/that broke/the si/lent air. 

In all instances, the synaeresis is in the position of the 

weak syllable of the foot rather than the strong. 

•'-"Conversion," The Poetical V/orks of V/illiam Words
worth, ed. Ernest de Se"lincourt (2nd ed. rev.; Oxford: Oxiord 
University Press, 1936), p. 332. All references in this chap
ter are from this work. 

'•The v/orld is too much v/ith us," p. 206. 

^"Mutability," p. 353. 
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Almost as frequent is his use of a syncope to expel 

both-a vowel and a consonant from the middle of a word: 

His crown/of weeds,/but could/n'̂ t even/su'stSln;^ or. 

And, to/atone/for rt,/with smil/u'nsh^n.^ 

Usually the variation is used to shorten the portion of a 

foot in which the strong syllable should be placed. Rarely 

is it in the position of a weak syllable or in the first 

foot of a line. 

Often Wordsworth alters a word by u^ing elision for 

complete expulsion of a vowel from between two consonants: 

And proud/deli/ve.rance is/suing o"ut/of pain; 

And stir/ring in/te.rests shunned/with des/p^rate 

flight;' and, 

. 0 gen/tle Powe.r/of dark/ness! these/mild hues. 

Alterations by elision are not confined to either the v/eak 

or the strong syllable of a foot but are used in both posi

tions almost equally. 

The only other method of expulsion or generation 

that V/ordsv/orth used regularly is the hiatus. In this, he 

usually opened the final vov/el of an article onto the first 

^"Mutability," p. 353. 

•̂ "The Ro.man Consul doomed his sons to die," p. 405. 

'̂ Vho ponders National events shall find," p. 402. 

^"The world forsaken v/ith all its busy cares," p. 2̂ )7. 

^"Bruges," p. 264. 
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vowel of a multisyllabic word. The following examples 

illustrate this use: 

Will re/appi^r/befo"re/th£^upirf/ted eTe-^ 

With mor/bid r^t/lessneTs:/—the^esti/ti'c fTt."^^ 

In the majority of feet that present possibilities of varia-

: tions by any of these methods, the number of syllables is 

reduced only by one; that is, the foot actually has three 

syllables if each one is pronounced separately and only two 

if any of the syllables are altered. In addition, an altera-

tion will most often yield an iambic foot, but rarely is a 

trochaic or other disyllabic foot a result. 

When V/ordsworth does use an obvious substitution for 

an iambic foot, it is primarily a trochaic substitution, and 

it almost always occurs in the first foot of a line. Seldom 

does such a substitution seem to be based on an attempt to 

place special emphasis on a word because of its meaning as 

in this line: 
— u u — u ~ u — u — 11 
Fly, some/kind Har/binger,/to Gras/m.eredale, 

His purpose is to avoid accenting a weak syllable as in the 
_ u 12 — '̂  13 — 

follov/ing examples: "Far i n ; " "Each v/i th;" "Strearxed 

9"Who but i s pleased but to v/atch the moon," p , 362, 

^ ^ " D i s t r a c t i o n s , " p . 345. 

" F l y , some kind Harbinger to Grasmeredale," p, 234. 

^^"Extract," p. 1. 

^^"Catechising," p. 350. 

i 



^ 1 4 - U '̂̂ ^ 

from;" and "Drops, and."l5 j ^ addition to proper accen

tuation, these substitutions also provide variety in the 

structure of the lines and prevent a monotonous jog-trot of 

an entirely iambic line. 

In his use of caesuras, both m.asculine and feminine, 

Wordsworth generally follows the established pattern of 

placing the pause in or near the middle of the line. Thus, 

a caesura usually falls between the third and fourth feet: 

Shakespeare/unlocked/his heart;/the mel/ody;"^^ 

or within the third foot, 
1 n 

A Spi/rit whis/pered, 'Let/all won/der cease. 

For variety, he may occasionally place a pause in or after 

the second foot, or less often, after the fourth foot. In 

most cases, the caesuras are well balanced by enjam.bements 

so that a line or a longer train of thought is neither broken 

into excessively brief segments nor carried over into an 

uncom.fortable length. An equal number of caesuras and en

jambements does not occur in each sonnet, but the relation

ship betv/een the two is harm;onious. 

Even v/hen the reader recognizes the differences between 

^^"Bruges," p. 264 

^^"Conversion," p. 332. 

l^"Scorn not the Sonnet; Critic, you have frowned," 
p. 206. 

l'̂ "At Dover," p. 276. 
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the English and American pronunciations of certain words, it 

is readily apparent that Wordsworth was frequently deficient 

in the use of rhymes. There is no method by which "word" 

and "afford"^^ or "piet̂ r" and "testifi"^^ or "shone" and 

"on" can correspond in sound as Wordsworth would have 

them do. The number of rhymes is also important in the 

sonnet. Here Wordsworth may vary the number from four in 

an Italian pattern as in "The world is too much with us," 

to as many as seven in one of his many variations of rhyme 

pattern such as "Extract," Most of the time, however, he 

limits the number of rhymes to five or six whether he uses 

the Italian rhyme scheme or the English or a combination of 

both. 

The variety of subjects that V/ordsworth handles is 

apparent in the classification of sonnets according to sub

ject matter. This classification gives a broad view of the 

poet's material and shows that he covered nearly every con

ceivable topic within the sonnet structure. On the other 

hand, the analyses of individual sonnets illustrate speci

fically his methods of presenting the various topics. V/hen 

he concerned himself v/ith nature and man's relationship with 

18 
"The Roman Consul doomed his sons to die," p. 405. 

•̂ ''"When Severn's sweeping Flood had overthrov.n," 
p. 491. 

^^"Great men have been among us," p. 244. 
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21 22 

nature, or with some aspect of independence, or with 

people and their relationship either with himself or with 

others,^^ he best accomplished his purpose which was to pre

sent a sincere and well-constructed expression of his own 

thoughts. V/hen he attempted to moralize in the manner of 

"Said Secrecy to Cowardice and Fraud" (p. 402) or to express 

some personal pique as in "Illustrated Books and Newspapers" 

(p. 383), he failed in his purpose. In short, he accom

plished his best effort when he limited himself to either 

themes of sim.ple human problems, emotions, or relationships: 

he accomplished little when he strayed far afield of these 
themes. 

It is also important to point out that the specific 

category of subject matter or of sonnet type is of little 

importance to the quality or lack of quality in Wordsworth's 

work. For example, "The world is too much with us" and 

"The Roman Consul doom.ed his sons to die" are in the Italian 

and English sonnet types, respectively. The first is placed 

in the subject category concerning ideas about nature; the 

second, in the category concerning historical figures. Both 

•̂̂ Such as in "The world is too m.uch with us," p. 206 
or "Bruges," p. 264. 

22such as in "On the Extinction of the Venetian 
Republic," p. 242. 

23Such as in "To a Friend," p. 365 or "The Roman 
Consul doomed his sons to die," p. 405. 
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sonnets, however, are among the poets's better efforts because 

each conveys a tone of sincerity and simplicity of thought 

as well as demonstrating admirable technical execution of 

the sonnet form. 

On the other hand, there are two less effective 

• pieces, "Said Secrecy to Cov/ardice and Fraud" (p. 402) and 

"The Forsaken" (p. 87), v/hich are also in the Italian and 

the English (a liberal variation) form, respectively. In 

_ this case, the first one is classified in the category of 

historical events and the second, in the category of sonnets 

which concern emotional states of mind. The difference in 

quality is primarily one of overall tone and technical exe

cution. The first poem is used as a vehicle for rather 

spiteful comments about a political event personally distaste

ful to the poet. The second does give the impression of a 

sincere expression of an emotional conflict, but it is pre

sented v/ith too many prosodic variations to be considered 

acceptable as a sonnet. 

The dates of composition of the analyzed sonnets 

lead to another important observation. Characteristics of 

V/ordsv/orth's style, technique, and content are not confined 

to isolated periods of time; they appear consistently from 

1786, the date of the first poem, to 18L6, the date of the 

last poem. Further, he used both of the standard sonnet 

types as v/ell as his own variations rogul'̂ r.l.y througriout 
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his career, and he did not seem to prefer one type of subject 

matter to another at any given period. 

One other comment should be made about the relation

ship .of subject matter and form. Wordsworth seldom developed 

the content of his sonnets strictly according to the dictates 

of the sonnet type he happened to be using. Sometimes he 

ran one train of thought through to the last line even when 

he employed the three quatrain and couplet form and rhyme 

scheme. One example of this is "Scorn not.the Sonnet; Critic" 

in v/hich he does not come to a full stop until the last line. 

At other times when he used the English form, he divided the 

content into a double quatrain and sestet relationship of 

the Italian form as in "To a Friend." When he used the 

Italian form and rhyme scheme, he often divided the content 

in the middle of the ninth line rather than at the end of 

the eighth. An example of this division occurs in "The 

V/orld is too much with us." He also occasionally shifted 

to a new approach in the middle of the tenth line as he 

did in "Bruges." 

Most of the characteristics which have been pointed 

out are variations of or deviations from the techniques and 

structures found in the standard sonnet forms. These tech

nical and structural variations coupled v/ith the wide va

riety of subjects and types foster a tendency to identify 

Wordsv/orth's sonnet style as a rather loose one. His v/ork 
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in this area is little different from his work in other 

poetic modes. He consistently exemplifies the romantic tra

dition by allowing his imagination to assume a position of 

predominance over the formal rules and characteristics of 
•v. 

his art. 

The fact that he followed this tradition did not 

necessarily lessen his effectiveness as a v/riter of sonnets. 

Indeed, it v/as precisely his use of imagination that led to 

his contributions to the sonnet tradition itself. First 

of all, he revived the sonnet as an acceptable, even favorite, 

English verse form. Behind him v/as a century of English 

poetry almost completely without the sonnet. Included in 

that period betv/een Milton's death in 1674 and V/ordsv/orth's 

first sonnet in 1786 v/ere the scathing opinions of the 

sonnet delivered by eighteenth century critics. To attempt 

to use the unpopular form at all required a great deal of 

self-confidence and no little imagination. 

In addition, V/ordsv/orth continued to expand the 

scope of the sonnet in both subject .matter and type. Fol

lowing the examples of Shakespeare and Milton, he demon

strated that the sonnet was just as suitable for the expression 

of ideas, or for discussions of personal opinions, people, 

or places as it was for the theme of love. He demonstrated 

also that the structure of a sonnet did not have to bs con

fined to a strict Italian or English form or to one of the 
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limited nuiaber of previous variations in order to be effec

tive. For these reasons, as v/ell as for his several examples 

of excellent sonnets, V/ordsv/orth may be properly acknowledged 

as one of the outstanding English sonneteers. 
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APPENDIX A: 

ABBREVIATIONS^ 

PWY - Poems V/ritten in Youth 

PFA - Poems Founded on the Affections 

MS - Miscellaneous Sonnets 

TS - Memorials of a Tour in Scotland, I8O3 

NIL - Poems Dedicated to National Independence and Liberty 

TC - Memorials of a Tour on the Continent, I82O 

TI - Memorials of a Tour in Italy, I837 

D - The River Duddon 

YR - Yarrow Revisited, and Other Poems 

ES - Ecclesiastical Sonnets 

EV - Evening Voluntaries 

IP - Itinerary Poems, Poems Composed or Suggested During 
• a Tour, in the Summer of 1833 

PSR - Poems of Sentiment and Reflection 

LO - Sonnets Dedicated to Liberty and Order 

PD - Sonnets upon the Punishment of Death 

MP - Miscellaneous Poems 

EEP - Epitaphs and Elegiac Pieces 

SP - Supplement of Pieces Not Appearing in the Edition of 
1849-50 

iThese abbreviations are based on Wordsworth's own 
subject classifications of his complete poetical v/orks. 
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APPENDIX B: 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Alliteration - repetition of the same or closely similar 
letters or sounds in successive or closely associated 
words or syllables 

Anapest - metrical foot in verse, consisting of three syllables 
two unaccented syllables followed by one unaccented 
syllable (̂-'w — ) 

Aphaeresis - the omission of a letter from the first of a 
word: " 'til" for "until" 

Apostrophe - a figure of speech in v/hich someone absent, 
some abstract quality, or a non-existent personage 
is addressed as though present 

Apostrophisation - substitution of an apostrophe for an 
expelled vov/el 

Asyndeton - the omission of conjunctions in a series of 
words or short phrases 

Caesura - a pause in a line of verse, either in the sense 
or in the punctuation: masculine, pause betv/een tv/o 
feet; feminine, pause within a foot 

Couplet - two lines of verse with similar end rhymes: aa, 
bb) cc, etc. 

Elision - the omission of part of a word for easier pronun
ciation, better meter, or for euphony: "pow'r" for 
"pov/er'" 

Ellipsis - the omission of one or more words which are 
obviously understood but must be supplied to make 
the expression grammatically correct 

Enjambement - the run-on or overflov/ of meaning from one 
line to the next 

Eye rhyme - the similarity in spelling of v/ords v/hich are 
not similar in sound and therefore do not rhyme 

Foot - the smallest metrical unit of rhythm in poetry v;hich 
is composed of accented and unaccented element? 
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Chiasmus - the rhetorical balance of parts of a sentence; 
arrangement of corresponding pairs of words in 
opposite order 

Hiatus - the opening of tv/o vowels on one another: "th£ offence" 

Iamb - a metrical foot in verse consisting of an unaccented 
syllable followed by an accented syllable (̂-̂  — ) 

Line - a metrical division composed of one or more feet 

Metaphor - the implied comparison of tv/o or more different 
objects, person, or qualities 

Meter - a regular, artificial, rhythmic pattern; the formal 
basis of versification 

Octave - a stanza of eight lines 

Onomatopeia - the use of v/ords v/hich suggest their meaning 
by their sound: "buzz," "grov/1," etc. 

Pentameter - a line of verse consisting of five feet 

Personification - the endowment of impersonal things v/ith 
human qualities 

Quatrain - a stanza of four lines 

Rhyme - the repetition of the same sound or sounds usually 
at the end of a line 

Rhythm - the regular arrangement or repetition of varied 
parts of a line, stanza, or entire poem 

Sestet - a group of six lines 

Simile - the direct comparison betv/een tv:o different things 
using '̂ like" or "as" to introduce the comparison 

Spondee - a metrical foot consisting of tv/o accented syllables 
( ) 

Synaeresis - the fusion in the middle of a word of tv̂ o 
consecutive, separately pronounced vowels into one 
syllable: "earl-yer" for "earlier" 

Syncope - the loss of one or m-ore sounds from the middle 
of a word: "n'er" for "never" 
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Substitution - the use of one type of foot in place of the 
u2e o f T t r L h f ^ ^ " the meter of the verse: ex. the 
use 01 a trochee for an iamb 

Tercet - a group of three lines 

Trochee - a foot consisting of an accented syllable followed 
by an unaccented syllable ( — ^ ) 

Tetrameter - a line of verse consisting of four feet 




